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Introduction

The research question for this article is “how

are hypnotic dreaming and post hypnotic

suggestions regarding dreams and sleep

useful in clinical hypnotherapy treatment

and practice?” This article uses Tart’s (1965)

definition of a hypnotic dream: “any

experience of the hypnotised subject in

response to the suggestion to dream,” (p.87),

with hypnotised meaning that a verbal

induction was used. Posthypnotic

suggestions will refer to any suggestions

given to someone in hypnosis that are to

become activated after re-alerting,

particularly – for the purposes of this article

– with regard to subsequent sleep and

dreams. A review of the available scientific

and theoretical reports to resolve or

illuminate the research question follows.

To paint a picture of what hypnotic dreaming

is like, it helps to begin again with Tart

(1965): “An almost universal demand in the

hypnotic dream literature is that the subject

should dream in the way he does at night,” he

noted (p.89). However he argued that, “the

hypnotic dreams reported by many subjects

are not dreamlike at all,” (p.89). Tart then

went on to differentiate various types of

hypnotic dreams and their characteristics: 

(a) dreamlike hypnotic experience, in which

the subject reports he was bodily

‘located within’ a dream world; (b) intense

hypnotic imagery, for vivid, usually visual

hallucinations, but which are more like

watching a film; (c) hypnotic fantasy, for

daydreaming and fantasy of less than

hallucinatory intensity; and (d) hypnotic

thoughts, for simply thinking about a topic,

with little or no imagery. A fifth possible

response to the suggestion…is that the

subjects slip into Stage 1 sleep in order to

dream. (p.89.)

Tart even noted that, “some subjects describe

their hypnotic dreams as being like

hypnagogic imagery,” (p.91).  Tart also cited

that studies from the Laboratory of Human

Development suggested how “depth of

hypnosis is positively correlated with the

vividness and dreamlike quality of hypnotic

dreams,” (p.96). He included research

showing that “subject's perception of time

may be condensed or dilated during a

hypnotic dream,” (p.96), whereas during

hypnosis without the dream component time

condensation rather than dilation seems to be

the norm. It is also true that spontaneous

trance can occur, but according to Tart, it has

been unclear whether spontaneous hypnotic

dreaming could occur. In any case, he

concluded, “Insofar as the literature indicates

that the hypnotic dream can be a valuable

diagnostic and psychotherapeutic aid, as well

as helping us understand the nature of

thinking, fantasy, hallucination, and dreaming,

more work is warranted in this area,” (p.97).

In more recent work, P. Schenk explored

“the use of hypnotically facilitated waking

dreams as an interactive projective

technique,” for dealing with such issues as

near-death experiences or NDEs (2006a,

p.36) and also with treatment-resistant

symptoms sometimes associated with

concerns about a previous lifetime (2006b).

Schenk wrote that for 20 years he has used

hypnosis to induce waking or interactive

dreams, wherein patients experience

themselves as someone else, so they can

safely work through issues. He presents

various case studies, along with transcripts

showing how patients settle long-term inner

conflicts in this way (2006a). In chapter

three of his book, particularly, he explored a

representative hypnotic dream (2006c). 

Some of the most recent work to date from

Schenk is excerpted at length below to

provide a fuller flavour of hypnotic dreaming

in practice. This transcript appears courtesy

of Dr. Schenk (October 2008, personal

communication). It is abridged as follows:

The client is a married woman in her 50's.

During her first marriage, she had felt quite

trapped. She presented with a history of GI

problems dating to 1974. Throughout much

of that time she had tried a variety of

traditional Western medical approaches to

resolve the problem. She summarised those
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Tart (1965) defined hypnotic dreaming as “any experience of the hypnotised subject 

in response to the suggestion to dream,” often as one would at night, with “hypnotised”

meaning that a verbal induction was used. Thus, the research question for this article

is “how are hypnotic dreaming and post hypnotic suggestions regarding dreams and

sleep useful in clinical hypnotherapy treatment and practice?” For clarity of operational

definitions, a transcript of an actual hypnotic dream was included, courtesy of Paul W.

Schenk, Psy.D., of Georgia (USA). A review was then performed of available scientific

and theoretical reports in order to illuminate or resolve the research question. Post

hypnotic suggestions regarding dreams were found to be useful for parasomnias.

Hypnotic dreaming appeared to be ameliorative both for physical diseases and for

issues regarding death and dying, most particularly with paediatrics in the latter regard.

Related techniques also appear to merit further study.
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understanding of the circumstances and the

learning afforded to both of you.

Client: (Taking a deep breath and exhaled

sigh) Yes. (Pause) It’s done.

Schenk: And I’d like to check something,

myself, if I might. There are so many times

that people seem to have a kind of

involuntary emotional response being drawn

to someone. For the heart loves to love. I

don’t know if there is shame in loving

another at the heart level.

Client: I don’t sense any judgment at all,

here on the other side. Just pure acceptance

(pause), and joy for my return.

Schenk: Before you and Jill take your leave

and you head out into the Light with those

who may have come to make that trip with

you more easily, notice if there is anything

that the two of you would like to exchange as

a way of holding these truths at many levels.

Client: He’s giving me a gold ring. Hmmm.

(Pause) I want to offer him a pyrite cube.

Schenk: Does he understand the meaning

and symbolism of your offering?

Client: Yes. He knows that it’s the beauty of

the self, the solid, the above and below, the

future and the past, the dark and the light,

and in the center, balance.

Schenk: And are you comfortable with your

understanding of the symbolism in what he

is offering to you in a gold ring?

Client: It doesn’t have to do with marriage. It

has to do with the oneness of all things; of

knowing the pure core energy that we all are.

Schenk: Any other messages the two of you

would like to exchange for now, knowing

that you can always meet again whenever it

would be useful?

Client: (Smiling) Just to smile.

Schenk: And allowing the two of you time to

take your leave from each other, this time,

knowing that Jill can watch as you take your

leave into the Light, taking with you all you’ve

learned, leaving behind all that has served its

purpose or may never have been true for you,

so aware of the truth of all there is in the

absence of judgment in the place where you

are, affirming that you both have left behind

with his body there anything that at a physical

level belonged to that body, so that Jill is free

as she moves across space and time back to

what is now time for her, into a body that has

released its way of remembering that aspect of

your life (client coughs), providing her even

greater freedom to fill that which is her (slight

pause), now, with light and love and smiles

and health, taking in all that nurtures in good

ways, releasing all that would get in the way

of good health (client sighs) or detract from it.

And as he finishes his journey back into the

Light, you can finish your journey back across

time and space, coming back to this office, this

room, here in February of 2007, bringing with

you all you have learned, all you may not yet

recognise that you have learned, having left

behind even more all that has served its

purpose or didn’t really belong to you,

knowing this journey will continue each day in

just the right way for you, to let your eyes open

again.

Client: It’s surprising to see you…

In the most recent update of the status of this

case, the client reports that her GI system is

continuing to behave very well (Schenk,

personal communication, April 7, 2009).

Literature Review

Some of the areas explored below include

the use of hypnotic dreaming or post-

hypnotic dream suggestions for treatment of

insomnia and/or nightmares, clinical work

with children, and other realms of practice.

Anbar and Slothower (2006) noted, for

example, that “Insomnia in elementary-

school children often involves complaints

about nighttime fears and anxiety-provoking

dreams,” such that it seems reasonable to

target these kinds of issues. Alternatively,

“The use of hypnotic dreams and the

facilitation of transitional relatedness

through dream processes and symbols are

Darlene B. Viggiano
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extensive efforts as having made things no

better and possibly worse. About the time she

had this waking dream, she was also working

with a colleague who was using homeopathic

remedies with her. In a follow up in

September 2008, she reported that she has

stopped using any GI medications. Her GI

system had quieted down in a way that she

hadn’t experienced since 1974. To help start

this waking dream, I suggested ‘having

moved to that place and time where some of

the origins of the GI problems in your current

life may be found and more completely

understood and resolved, released, arriving

in that place and time where it is easy to

begin getting your bearings, establishing a

sense of context.’

This waking dream began with her being a

young boy who enjoys skipping rocks in a

nearby pond. As the story moves forward in

time, the boy has grown up and become a

businessman. He doesn’t like being in the

office.

Client: It feels like a trap. There is a woman

there at work that I like, that I feel guilty

about liking. I think we more than like each

other. Oh shit! It’s her again. Dammit. Her

name in this life [in the waking dream] is

‘Ruth’ where I am now in this building [in

the waking dream]; in my current life [as

Jill], she was my mother. Although we have

this relationship I’m committed to being

with my wife and doing what I’m supposed

to do, doing the right thing. That’s another

way I feel stuck here but my feelings are all

tied up with wishing I could be free. 

I’m at home. My wife is cooking. She’s found

out about Ruth and me and she’s putting

something in my food. I’m watching it down

there. I had three kids, too, and she’s

poisoning me. She’s going to kill me. I don’t

know what she put in my food but my brain

just kind of stopped working. 

I’m back into the scene (sighs) and just

watch. It’s funny, cause I’m out of my body

now. I hate to leave my kids (crying) I have a

son and two little girls. They have to grow up

without a daddy. They’re too little. 

Schenk: While you’re there taking in the

awareness of some of the consequences, as

you look from your perspective and see the

man you were, there, no longer breathing (if

my understanding is correct), I’d like to

invite Jill to join you there in the Light so the

two of you can spend some time reflecting on

the events and circumstances.

Client: (Big sigh) First, I had to go and

leave special energy in their little stuffed

toys, the girls’dolls. It’s hard to leave feeling

so unfinished with them.

Schenk: That’s why before you leave I’d like

you to notice what else you can do to feel

much more finished. [i.e., to fix faulty

assumptions and clear at the three critical

levels: physical, cognitive and emotional]

Client: That’s what I needed to do: leave my

energy in some of the things they love.

(Laughing) My son has this alligator, this

stuffed alligator; so I have to somehow leave

them some of my energy in them to stay

connected to them (pause) and now I can go.

Schenk: Before you go I’d like to ask you if

you would do a favor for Jill if it makes

sense to the two of you. For reasons that we

may not need to fully understand, it’s

possible that the feelings that went through

your body as the poison went to work

combined with the awareness of your beliefs

about why your wife did it, in a way that

carried across space and time, but only

incompletely. Jill has had digestive system

problems for many, many years, without

ever fully understanding the cause or a

solution. So, just in case, would you be

willing to take hold of a beautiful gold and

silver net and sweep from Jill any energy

that may have carried forward to her, sort of

the reverse of the energy you left in your

children’s playthings, so instead of the clean

energy that you gave to them and your love

for them, there is a possibility that she may

have taken with her some of the body

sensations as the poison did its job. And

together, the two of you can sweep that, and

leave it back there with the physical body,

holding, in a different way the wisdom and

Application of the Phenomenon called “Hypnotic Dreaming”: A case example and literature review
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Nikles et al. concluded that dream content is

actively influenced by “motivational and

volitional processes” (p.242). All of this

points to the possibility that post hypnotic

suggestions regarding dreaming may be

useful for such tasks as helping patients find

their own better endings for nightmares,

promoting clarity of thought, and adjusting

dream-time to encourage healthy sleep

patterns.

Another specific use for hypnotic dreaming is

with paediatric cancer patients. LeBaron,

Fanurik, and Zeltzer (2001) found that

“children with cancer reported more pleasant

than unpleasant fantasy in their hypnotic

dreams,” (p.305). Further, since dream

content presumably reflects unconscious or

primary process material to some extent,

qualitative analyses of children’s responses to

the hypnotic dream suggestion would appear

to be ideal not only to provide insights into

the images and fantasies produced by

children in everyday life but also to provide

clinically relevant information regarding the

use of hypnosis with sick children, (LeBaron

et al., 2001, p.306). 

If hypnotic dreams could make dealing with

cancer less unpleasant, it would be

worthwhile doing. The following excerpt

shows specifically the relevance of the

clinical data that can be revealed through

hypnotic dreams in paediatric cancer patients.

Concerns about mortality seem to have been

manifested by an 11-year old girl with

cancer who reported, ‘I dreamed that my

family was having a party. We went up in the

air, and we went to heaven.’ Similarly,

optimism or wishes regarding the future

seem to be revealed in the dream of a 6-year-

old girl with cancer, ‘My mother went to the

store ’cause it was my birthday. She got a

cake. I was 26, so she put 26 candles on it.’

The unpleasant dream content of a 10-year-

old boy with cancer appears indicative of

concerns related to the invasive and painful

procedures associated with treatment. He

reported, ‘I’m being eaten up by sharks.’

(LeBaron et al., 2001, p.316)

If unconscious fears can be made evident

with hypnotic dreams, these can be

addressed to make patients more

comfortable – also a worthwhile endeavor.

With regard to healthy children, the same

study found that an “analysis of content

suggested that older children included

themselves in their hypnotic dreams more

frequently than did younger children,”

(LeBaron et al., 2001, p.312). Thus, it might

be possible to help children achieve

developmental milestones by suggesting

hypnotic dreams about the self for older

children who need to form a more solid

sense of identity.  

Similarly, LeBaron et al. found that

adolescents’ “hypnotic dreams tended to be

more focused on sports and recreational

activities. This preoccupation with physical

and social activity in the dreams of the

adolescent sample represents normal types

of activities for that age group,” (2001,

p.317).  Therefore, suggesting such hypnotic

dreaming might be useful for helping teens

who need social skill development. Eliciting

general hypnotic dreams may even be

diagnostic in helping determine deficits in

social skills. 

In any case, with sick or healthy children,

hypnotic dream work seems particularly

apropos to this age group due to the finding

that in “comparison to reports of a 45% pass

rate for adult college students (E. R. Hilgard,

1965), children appear to have a much

higher rate of passing the hypnotic dream

suggestion,” (p.314). 

Working also with children, Linden,

Bhardwaj, & Anbar (2006) seem to have

written the best literature review to date on

the research topic, though it was merely done

as a prelude to their own experiment. They

agreed that, “hypnotically induced dreams

have been used to resolve psychological

symptoms” (p.279), especially with regard to

working through conflicts. These authors

used hypnosis to help paediatric pulmonary

patients uncover potential meaning in their

nightmares. The result was that recurrent

Darlene B. Viggiano
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suggested and discussed as avenues for the

clinical management of resistance to auto-

hypnosis in hypnotherapy with [borderline]

patients,” (Baker, 1983, p.19). 

One basic use of post hypnotic suggestion

regarding dreaming is simply for patients to

dream or not to dream, depending on which

would be helpful under the circumstances.

Albert and Boone (1975) tried to modify

dreaming “through the administration of

various posthypnotic suggestions,” (p.267).

Subjects included 17 male undergraduates,

selected for high receptivity to suggestion

based on the Harvard Group Scale of

Hypnotic Susceptibility.  Five subjects were

given a “dream-deprivation suggestion,”

eight received a “suggestion of dream-

facilitation,” and the remaining four were

“administered a neutral posthypnotic

suggestion,” (p.267). Dream reports were

“dramatically affected in the predicted

directions. Electrophysiological changes

were also noted, such that the “dream-

deprivation group had significantly more

Stage I sleep than the other 2 groups, and

certain of these [subjects] had much less

REM sleep,” (p.267). This research

indicates that one can suggest dream

deprivation as part of a treatment for epic

dreaming, and dream facilitation as part of a

treatment for sleep deprivation.

Also for parasomnias including epic

dreaming and nightmares, Hauri, Silber, &

Boeve (2007) noted that one treatment has

been “training in lucid dreaming,” (p.369).

As an alternative, the team used post

hypnotic suggestions regarding dreams,

studying 36 patients (male and female), ages

6-71. “All had chronic, ‘functionally

autonomous’ (self-sustaining) parasomnias.

All underwent one/two hypnotherapy

sessions and were then followed by

questionnaire for 5 years,” (p.369).  The

results were that of the total, “45.4% were

symptom-free or at least much improved at

the 1-month follow-up, 42.2% at the 18-

month follow-up, and 40.5% at the 5-year

follow-up,” (p.369). The authors concluded:

“One or two sessions of hypnotherapy might

be an efficient first-line therapy for patients

with certain types of parasomnias,” (p.369).

This work partially replicated and even

furthered an earlier case study by D. G.

Howsam (1999), which also used post

hypnotic suggestion regarding dreams to

ameliorate nightmares and night terrors in an

11-year-old boy. Both studies speak to the

possibility of long-lasting effects for post-

hypnotic suggestion. Interestingly, lucid

dreaming is also often accomplished with auto

suggestions prior to sleep for the dreamer to

notice signs of dreaming and to question

oneself as to whether one is awake or

dreaming.

Also with regard to posthypnotic suggestions

for dreaming, Tart reported that in

experiments “subjects generally reported

dreams the next day which seemed to have

been affected by the post hypnotic

suggestions, often quite markedly,” (1965,

p.92). He termed this “the posthypnotically

influenced Stage 1 dream,” (p.92). Tart further

noted, “Stage 1 dreams can be strongly

influenced by post hypnotic suggestion, often

to the point of almost total control of the

dream content,” (p.93). He even cited

evidence that the “post hypnotically suggested

dream content sometimes affected the

‘thinking’ that was going on in Non stage 1

sleep, as well as apparently having an effect

on the amount of time spent in Stage 1

dreaming,” (p.93).  

This finding was later replicated and

furthered in research hypothesising that

suggesting topics associated with

participants' current concerns would

influence dream content more than

suggesting other topics. Ten students spent 4

nights in a sleep laboratory: an adaptation

night, a baseline night, and 2 nights under

suggestions to dream about a concern-

related or other topic. Concern-related

suggestions influenced dream content –

largely its central imagery – more than did

other suggestions, which did not differ from

nonsuggestion [sic], (Nikles, Brecht,

Klinger, et al., 1998, p.242). 

Application of the Phenomenon called “Hypnotic Dreaming”: A case example and literature review
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It is interesting to note that in Tibet there are

“Bon Magicians” who are said to have

mastered the talent of training the mind to

have dreams that solve difficult problems. To

do this, they perform a ritual called Mi-

Lagme, which is supposed to allow for

controlling dreams and dreaming at will.

The Bon Magicians of Tibet are able to

hypnotise others so they can dream about the

future or the past, with detailed recall upon

alerting. (Archarya, n.d.). Could it be that

Mi-Lagme is a hypnotic dream induction?

Also possibly related to hypnotic dreaming

is the technique called hypnopaedia, in

which suggestions are given during sleep.

Hypnopaedia has been used in labs to teach

children, for biofeedback, in distance

learning, for overcoming maladaptive

habits, and for personality development. In

one experiment, hypnopaedia was used to

extinguish nail biting by having paediatric

patients hear a tape in their sleep that offered

the autosuggestion: “my nails are very

bitter,” (Archarya, n.d., p.207). 

Additionally, Imagery Rehearsal Therapy

(IRT ) has been used effectively for treating

nightmares in PTSD, according to Krakow,

Hollifield, Johnston, et al. (2001). Some

commonalities between hypnotic dreaming

and IRT are that they both make use of

implied and direct suggestions, they both

involve waking imagery, and they both are

efficacious with practice thereby providing a

sense of mastery. In IRT, some specific

implied suggestions are: “Nightmares may 

be successfully controlled by targeting them

as habits or learned behaviors;” “Working

with waking imagery influences nightmares

because things thought about during the 

day are related to things dreamed about at

night;” “Nightmares can be changed into

positive, new imagery;” and “Rehearsing new

imagery (‘new dream’) while awake reduces

or eliminates nightmares, without requiring

changes on each and every nightmare,”

(p.539). In part, the team’s treatment protocol

required that “participants practice pleasant

imagery exercises,” (p.539). Participants also

received the direct suggestions to “change 

the nightmare anyway you wish,” and 

then to rehearse the new dream (p.539).

These techniques are very similar to 

hypnotic dreaming.

Hypnotic dreaming also seems to resemble

Jung’s technique of active imagination, 

and as such may have similar uses.  As 

M. Geist noted:

Jung found active imagination particularly

useful as a way of working with dream or

fantasy figures. Active imagination is

neither dreaming nor guided fantasy. 

Active imagination differs sharply from

daydreaming, in which the conscious mind

simply watches the show without

participation or reflection. In a vivid

thumbnail description, June Singer calls

active imagination ‘dreaming the dream

onward’ (1972, p.272). (1997, paragraph 4)

Conclusion

It appears from the foregoing that there are

many potential uses for hypnotic dreaming

and post hypnotic suggestion regarding

dreaming, not the least of which is simply

for patients of all ages – but especially

paediatric patients –  to learn to deal with

their dreams and possibly even their sleep

patterns. At most, however, hypnotic dreams

and related post hypnotic suggestions could

be useful for helping patients with even the

weightiest of concerns, up to and including

their own diseases and even in some senses

with death itself – as in the case of the

paediatric cancer patients. For these reasons,

the current author’s hope and intention is

that this article serves to spark and inspire

interest in and further exploration of the

field of hypnotic dreams. 

Darlene B. Viggiano
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nightmares greatly decreased or fully

resolved after the hypnotic dream review.

While Linden et al.’s study noted the

unfortunate fact that “reports regarding

hypnotically induced dreams appear only

sporadically in the literature,” (p.280), one

great exception cited was P. Sacerdote’s

Induced Dreams (1967). The authors reported

that Sacerdote was a “pioneer in the study of

the phenomenon of hypnotic dream induction

techniques” and that he “integrated them into

a theoretical, diagnostic and prognostic

therapeutic program,” (2006, p.281).  The

authors found that in Sacerdote’s work, he

used hypnotic dreaming to have patients re-

dream with the intent of exploring particular

aspects of the original dream, allowing the

therapeutic change to come within the

hypnosis rather than within consciousness.

Linden et al. also studied P. W. Sheehan and

K. M. McConkey’s 1996 book, Hypnosis

and Experience: The exploration of

phenomena and process. In it, Sheehan 

and McConkey stated, “Dreaming within

hypnosis can have therapeutic relevance,

and … hypnotic dreams should be used

differently with clients of different hypnotic

ability,” noting also that, “Sheehan and

Dolby (1979) experimentally illustrated the

nature of clinical rapport through a content

analysis of hypnotic dreams,” (2006, p.155). 

Linden et al. additionally cited Sanders’

(1982) work, indicating that hypnotic

dreaming could provide a graphic disclosure

of a patient’s readiness to change. The team

also noted that, “hypnotically enhanced

dreaming can be used to access a patient’s

communication from a nocturnal frightening

dream in order to reduce psychological

symptoms,” (2006, p.280).

Moreover, Linden et al. looked at the work

of Moss (1973) regarding a technique the

latter researcher called hypnosymbolism,

which was a “hypnotist-directed dream

induction, or recall of a nocturnal dream in

which the symbolism was non-directed,”

(2006, p.281). This was used to treat

recurring nightmares in adulthood. As well,

the team reported on the work of both

Kingsbury (1993) and Gardner (1978), who

each used hypnosis to resolve nightmares by

having the patient continue them in trance

with the suggestion to add a happier ending. 

Armed with this data from the literature, one

of Linden’s team members, R. Anbar, set

about processing the nightmares of children

and adolescents in his pediatric pulmonary

practice. He used either of two methods for

inducing dream recall in a hypnotic state.

One method was to suggest that the patients

begin to dream the nightmare once relaxed

in the hypnosis. The other was to offer them

a chance to look at their dream in a crystal

ball once they imagined a place of relaxation

in hypnosis. In both methods, the patients

were asked to indicate when they normally

would have awakened. Simultaneously, they

were encouraged to stay in hypnosis to see

how the dream would have ended had they

remained asleep. Once the dream was over,

each patient was asked for the meaning of

the dream. Anbar found that all of the

patients noted that their dreams offered

“solutions for their anxiety of which they

were unaware prior to the hypnosis,”

(Linden et al., 2006, p.284). Interestingly,

the content of the hypnotic dream did not

have to match the presenting anxiety

symptom in order for solutions to arise. 

Discussion

In one model of dreams, dreaming is seen as

a “state of hyperattentiveness to intrinsic

activity without the registration of sensory

input, a state with an obvious affinity with

hypnosis,” (Gruzelier, 1999, p.129).

Research has also found cognitive

similarities between dreams and hypnosis –

at least for those who are highly susceptible

– including an “altered sense of time and

absence of temporality, the lack of guiding

reality and critical judgement, the anchoring

in personal experience, affective colouring,

[and] dissociation from sensory input and

context,” (p.129). It seems to make sense

then, that hypnotic dreaming could be used

to good effect with such parasomnias as

nightmares and epic dreaming.

Application of the Phenomenon called “Hypnotic Dreaming”: A case example and literature review
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Introduction

Issues on Interpretation of Transference and Countertransference  have been

important for psychotherapists practising with a wide variety of therapeutic modalities. 

In fact, Interpretation of Transference and the use of Countertransference  can be

powerful therapeutic tools for the therapist and allow the therapist and the client to

shed light on the client’s relationship pattern and problems. 

For the past ninety years or so, the words Transference and Countertransference

have had different meanings for different modalities of therapy and school orientations 

and they have been the object of controversies and heated debates.

In the current article a summary and critical discussion of the more prominent

psychoanalytic schools will be given. 
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The later psychoanalytic period:

transference and transference

interpretation

It was not until 1905 that Freud started to

talk about Transference as he came across it

in clinical practice.

In particular, in his Dora’s case, Freud

discussed the reasons why his patient dropped

out from treatment. He started to hypothesise

that interpretation of dreams’ symbols was

not the only important component of therapy,

and came to realise that he overlooked

another important and new phenomenon in

therapy that he named as “transference”. 

Freud learnt that such transference, that he

conceived as the patient’s repetition or re-

creation in the relationship with the therapist

of actual past events or fantasies, was

another important way in which the

individual can express unconscious material.

As Freud (1905, p.116) defined transferences:

“What are transferences? They are new

editions of facsimiles of the impulses and

fantasies which are aroused and made

conscious during the progress of the

analysis; but they have this peculiarity,

which is characteristic for their species, that

they replace some earlier person by the

person of the physician. To put it another

way: a whole series of psychological

experiences are revived, not as belonging to

the past, but as applying to the person of the

physician at the present moment.”

Freud (1912) had spoken of “positive”

transference as opposed to “negative” ones;

he further divided positive transferences into

that which helped the therapeutic work and

those that hindered it.

The repetition of the past in the form of

transference in the therapeutic relationship

was seen by Freud as a consequence of the so-

called “repetition compulsion” (Freud, 1914).

Freud himself became well aware of the

evolution and different stages his techniques

went through, over different periods in his

professional career.

As he summarised (Freud, 1914, p.147):

“It seems to me not unnecessary to keep on

reminding students of the far-reaching

changes which psycho-analytic techniques

have undergone since its first beginnings.

In its first phase – that of Breurer’s

catharsis –  …next, when hypnosis had

been given up, the task became one of

discovering from the patient’s free

associations what he failed to remember…;

finally there was evolved the consistent

technique used today, in which the analyst

gives up the attempt to bring a particular

moment or problem into focus. He contents

himself with studying whatever is present

for the time being on the surface of the

patient’s mind, and employs the art of

interpretation mainly for the purpose of

recognising the resistances which appear

there, and making them conscious to 

the patient.”

On “countertransference”

The term “countertransference” has also

undergone a number of radical changes in

meaning since it was introduced by Freud 

in 1910.

Initially, like transference, it was regarded as

a hindrance to analysis (Freud 1912),

representing the need for further analysis on

the part of the analyst..

As Sandler pointed out (1992, p.82):

“Just as transference was, early on, seen 

by Freud as an obstruction to the patient’s

flow of free associations, so counter-

transference was consistently regarded as

an obstruction to the freedom of the analyst’s

understanding of the patient. Freud (1913)

regarded the analyst’s mind as an

“instrument”, its effective functioning in 

the analytic situation being impeded by

countertransference”. 

Freud repeatedly stressed the limitations

imposed on the analytic work by the

analyst’s psychological blind spots (analyst-

based countertransference).
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Since Freud’s first conceptualisation of the

term countertransference, there have been a

number of different lines of development.

In particular, the rise of the object-relation

school in Britain and the interpersonal

school in U.S began to push for a wider

definition. Of particular importance, in this

respect, has been the work of Winnicott

(1949), Heimann (1950), and Little (1951).

Klein perspective on transference

The analytic technique introduced by

Melanie Klein has emphasised the centrality

of transference interpretation. 

As Segal (1986, p.70) reported in her paper

“The Curative Factors in Psychoanalysis”:

“Melanie Klein has enriched and expanded

our concept of transference. By paying

minute attention to processes of projection

and introjection, she showed how, in the

transference relationship, internal object

relations are mobilised by projection onto the

analyst and modified through interpretation

and experience as they are reintrojected.

Similarly, parts of the ego projected onto the

analyst undergo modification in this new

relationship … the role of the analyst is to

understand this process and to interpret it to

the patient”.

As Sandler (1992, p.49) pointed out, initial

techniques was focused on the patient’s

destructiveness, and  patient’s fantasies were

interpreted to the patient immediately and

very directly in part-object language (breast,

nipples, penis, etc.). In later stages less

emphasis has been put on the destructiveness

and part-object issues in therapy.

A major extension of the Kleinian theory of

transference has been developed by Joseph

(1985) who broadened the concept of

transference to the point that he argued that

whatever occurs in the analysis can be

considered as transference.

The aim of the therapy is to make emotional

contact with the patient in the “here and

now” of the analysis.

On countertransference

With the introduction of the concept of

“projective identification” (Klein, 1946),

Klein explained how object relationship 

is acted out in the transference and 

how externalisation of internal object

relationships is played from the patient 

onto the therapist. Projective identification

has been equated with the notion of

countertansference.

As Bateman and Holmes put it (1995, p. 111):

“In projective identification, the patient

projects disavowed aspects of himself onto

the analyst, who becomes unconsciously

identified with those parts and may begin 

to feel or behave in accordance with them.

The first aspect of this process is clearly

allied to transference while the second 

can be correlated with countertransference

in view of its obvious interactional aspects.”

The Kleinian perspective on

Transference

Rosenfeld (1952) disputed Freud’s original

contention about transference in psychotic

patients, and concluded that transference

does occur in psychotics.

Such transference is a peculiar one, and it is

different in its quality from the so called

“neurotic transference”.

In this respect, it seems that the psychotic

individual has lost the capability to

understand the “as if” metaphor in the

transference relationship with his analyst.

As Sandler commented (1992, p. 71):

“What seems to be the distinguishing feature

in the transference of psychotic patients is

the form that it takes – a form that is closely

related to the psychotic mental state of 

the patient. A transference wish which 

might be resisted  in the neurotic, or (being

subject to reality testing) produced in a

disguised form, might find expression as a

delusional conviction in the psychotic”.



And again (p.78):

“In those varieties of transference described

in this chapter (psychotic transferences), the

patient may not possess or use these self-

critical and self-scrutinising elements, and it

is that writers on these forms of transference

refer to the disappearance of the “as if”

quality of the transference”.

On countertransference

A major contribution to the notion of

countertransference was given by Heimann

(1950, 1960); she moved away from the

classical Freudian idea that counter-

transference is a hindrance in therapy, and

she did not link countertransference with

Klein’s concept of projective identification.

In fact Heimann proposed that counter-

transference has to be seen as an asset to

therapy, in fact it allows an additional avenue

of insight into the patients’ unconscious

mental processes. Heimann, regarded counter-

transference as all the feelings the analyst

experiences towards his patient, and she

suggested that it is not just part of the

transference-countertransference dynamic

within the relationship.

Further advances in the understanding of 

the countertransference was put forward 

by Bion. In particular, Bion’s (1962)

formulation of the container and the

contained linked projective identification

with developmental processes and related to

the idea of normal countertransference in

which the transference-countertransference

dynamic moves along constructively in the

therapist-patient relationship.

Segal (1977) agreed also with the Bion’d

concept of “container”; she further pointed

out that the analyst’s function of containing

the patient’s projections can be disrupted by

the patient’s seductive or aggressive way of

relating with the therapist, in a way that he

will create anxiety, confusion and attack of

the link in the therapist’ mind.

Object Relations perspective

Balint (1949, 1968) and Winnicott (1958)

emphasised the importance of the patient’s

regression  as a means of having access to

important past material and having an

understanding of previous significant

relationships of the patient.

In the analytic relationship, the analyst will

have a “holding function” (Winnicott, 1951)

and will guide the patient in a safe and

contained environment to explore the past in

a regressed state.

Kernberg (1987) would suggest that analysis

of the transference is in effect the analysis in

the here-and-now of past internalised object

relations as well as the analysis of conflictual

element between different aspects of the

psychic structure. He sees also the

internalised object relationship as being

formed from fantasy as well as reality. Also

Schafer (1977) would tend to see

transference as “an emotional experience of

the past as it is now remembered” and not as

it actually happened.

Ego-psychology perspective on

transference and its interpretation 

As Sandler (1992, p. 151) pointed out, from

1897 to 1923, the problem of interpretation

was seen as predominantly one of bringing

unconscious material to consciousness.

After 1923, the structural viewpoint

emphasised the role of interpretation as

being addressed to the ego of the patient, and

the egos’ strengths and weaknesses had to be

taken into account.

Anna Freud (1936) became more and more

focused  on the above issue and finally she

proposed  a differentiation of transference

phenomena in relation to the ego, according

to their degree of complexity.

She emphasised the importance of the

interpretation of ego-defences (ego-

mechanisms) over the symbolic interpretation

(id contents).
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There has been a tendency to widen the

concept of transference  over the decades. 

In particular, the so called “English school” 

of psychoanalysis found expression in

thoughts of James Strachey (1934) according

to whom the only effective interpretations in

psychoanalytic treatment were transference

interpretations. It was thought that these

needed to be related to processes of projection

onto the analyst  of the “primitive introjected

imagos” which were regarded as forming a

significant part of the patient’s superego.

As Sandler reported on this subject (1992, p.

158):

“Strachey (1934) suggested that the crucial

changes in the patient brought about by

interpretation are those that affect his super-

ego. Interpretations that have this effect are

considered “mutative”, and in order to be

effective they must be concerned with

processes occurring in the immediate “here

and now” of the analytic situation”. 

Strachey  himself , in his paper on “ The

Nature of the Therapeutic Action of Psycho-

Analysis”, summarised the aim of therapy as

follows (1934, p.159):

“1. The final result of psycho-analytic therapy

is to enable the neurotic patient's whole

mental organisation, which is held in check at

an infantile stage of development, to continue

its progress towards a normal adult state.

2. The principal effective alteration consists

in a profound qualitative modification of the

patient's super-ego, from which the other

alterations follow in the main automatically.

3. This modification of the patient's super-

ego is brought about in a series of

innumerable small steps by the agency of

mutative interpretations, which are effected

by the analyst in virtue of his position as

object of the patient's id-impulses and as

auxiliary super-ego.

4. The fact that the mutative interpretation is

the ultimate operative factor in the

therapeutic action of psycho-analysis does

not imply the exclusion of many other

procedures (such as suggestion, reassurance,

abreaction, etc.) as elements in the treatment

of any particular patient.”

Rappaport (1956) and Greenson (1967)

described specific forms of transference,

such as the eroticised transference, that

appear to be forms of transference

intermediate between the cases discussed by

Freud (neurotic transference) and the cases

of psychotic transference as described by

other authors (e.g.: Rosenfeld, Searles).

Rappaport (1956) was one of the first

theorists who correlated the intensity of the

sexual demanding reactions (as seen in erotic

transference) in analysis with the severity of

the patient’s pathology. He noticed in

particular that, in the analytic situation,

borderline and psychotic individuals equate

the analyst with the parent; in essence

psychotic patients have lost the “as if”

quality in the relationship (that is present in

the neurotics).

On countertransference

Kernberg (1965) also developed in a deep 

way the concept about countertransference.

He pointed out, in accord with views

expressed by others (e.g. Winnicott, 1949) that

the full use of the countertransference  can be

considered of particular diagnostic importance

in the assessment of the suitability for

treatment of personality disordered patients

and psychotic patients.

Interpersonal perspective

Searles  and Fromm-Reichmann (1950) 

seek to show that, by their detailed

presentations, patients’ thought processes

represent repetitions of earlier interpersonal

relationships.

Interpersonal theorists emphasised the

interpersonal perspective of the transference-

countertransference interactions. As Loewald

(1986) emphasised, transference and



Countertransference  are not separate issues,

actually they are two faces of the same

dynamic interpersonal process.

Langs (1978) also emphasised the concept of

“bipersonal field” where he located counter-

transfrence as an interactional phenomenon in

the therapist-patient relationship.  It is the

analysts’s emotional task to distinguish

between his own unconscious fantasies from

those of his patients (Money-Kyrle, 1956).

Searles (1963) in particular identified four

types of transference psychosis, and he

related each of the types of transference

psychosis to damaging family patterns.

Searles also emphasised the importance of

the countertransference perceptions by

which the therapist can assess the type of

psychotic disturbance.

Discussion on recent developments

and controversies on psychoanalytic

techniques

Problems on transference

- There are, first of all, some difficulties to

give a unitary definition of transference.

The concept of transference differs

according to different schools.

In particular, the term “psychotic

transference” has been used in a variety of

ways, “ranging from situations where the

analyst feels out of touch with the patient, 

to attempts by the patient to force the analyst

to think for him” (Searles, 1963) (Bateman

& Holmes, 1995). Another use of the term

“transference psychosis” has been to

describe transient psychotic symptoms

occurring in the analytic session in patients

who face intolerable and painful situation

(Wallerstein, 1967).

- There is still a dilemma about considering

transference as a distortion of reality (classical

view) or as a  valid representation of a present

unconscious situation, coloured by experience

from the past (contemporary view).

- There is also a dilemma about transference

as a general phenomenon (as held by

contemporary psychoanalysis) occurring 

in every setting versus transference as a

specifically analytic phenomenon (as held

by Freudian and classical analysis).

In this respect, it sounds as if there is 

now general agreement that transference is

found within all relationship, (nevertheless,

the analytic situation clearly enhances and

promotes the development, observation and

reflection on transference phenomena).

In recent years there has been a revival of

interest in extratransference interpretations.

As Halpert (1984) defined them, they are

interpretations of transference that may

spontaneously occur in the patient’s

immediate life without evident processing

through the analytic situation. 

In this respect, Blum (1983) emphasised that

analytic understanding of the patient should

encompass the overlapping of transference

and extratransference spheres, fantasy and

reality, past and present.

- Another dilemma is either considering

transference as the whole or only part of the

analytic situation. This aspect might have

important implications in therapeutic

techniques.

As Bateman & Holmes emphasised (1995,

p. 104):

“There are important implications for

technique in these differences, as the analysts

taking a partial view may endeavour to develop

an area of their relationship with the patient

that is free from transference distortions, while

those taking a total view will not. Interventions

by analysts taking a partial view may then

include confirming or reality-orientated

statements as well as interpretations to correct

the distortions of reality by transference”

According to Bateman & Holmes (1995,

p.105), many analysts believe that validation

or invalidation of patient transference should

depend on the developmental level at which

the patient is operating. Psychotic people,
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for example, often have a defective grasp on

reality and therefore they need to rely on the

analyst’s “ego function”; with such patients

(differently from the neurotics), direct

confrontation with their inner world is

therefore discouraged.

Problems on countertransference

The term “Countertransference ” has also

undergone a number of radical changes in

meaning since it was introduced by Freud in

1910.

Initially, like transference, it was regarded as

a hindrance to analysis (Freud 1912),

representing the need for further analysis on

the part of the analyst.

Nowadays, countertransference has acquired

a wider meaning.

As Bateman and Holmes (1995, p. 109)

defined it:

“Broadly speaking, the term “Counter-

transference ” now applies to those thoughts

and feelings experienced by the analyst

which are relevant to the patient’s internal

world and which may be used by the analyst

to understand the meaning of his patient’s

communication to help rather than hinder

the treatment, i.e. “patient-derived Counter-

transference”, in contrast to the earlier

notion of “analyst-derived counter-

transfrence” (Langs, 1976).

Problems on interpretation 

It sounds as if, in the context of the analytic

techniques, there are different varieties of

interpretations and it is difficult to define

what interpretation is.

In fact, we can have the following varieties:

content interpretation (that is aimed to bring

unconscious meaning to consciousness),

symbolic interpretation (that is the

translation of symbolic meanings as they

appear in dreams, slip of tongue etc),

defences interpretation (that is aimed at

showing to the patient the mechanism he

uses  to deal with painful feelings involved in

a particular conflict) (Sandler, 1992, p.157).

-According to Loewenstein (1951),

interpretation can be defined as verbal

interventions that produce dynamic changes

which we call insight. As Sandler pointed

out (1992, p.153): 

“we can readily conceive of interpretations

that are correct but not effective, and

conversely of interpretations that are

incorrect but effective (Glover, 1931).

Defining an interpretation by its aim rather

than  by its effect could produce greater

conceptual clarity”.

In any way, as Spence (1982) pointed out,

the truth of an interpretation or

reconstruction can never really be known.

What the therapist does when he delivers an

interpretation is to tell the patient, in a

coherent, persuasive and consistent way, the

patient’s narrative truth (that not necessarily

coincides with the historical truth).

- Another important dilemma is about

considering “interpretation” as a  unitary

process vs. interpretation as made of

sequential steps.

Nowadays, it sounds as if most of the

theorists tend to agree with Greenson’s view

(1967) on interpretation, according to whom

interpretation is made of numerous steps such

as: confrontation, clarification, preparation

for interpretation, interpretation and

reconstruction of the material brought or

enacted by the patient in therapy.

Conclusion

This essay highlighted the fact that there is a

huge body of research around psychoanalytic

techniques.

Different schools will define interpretation 

of transference and Countertransference

differently in accordance to their theoretical

framework. 
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It is important for the psychotherapist to

have an awareness that the above concepts

are not unitary and they can have more than

one meaning according to the context where

they are used.

In the future it will be important to find 

a common language across different

psychoanalytic schools. In psychotherapy

practice in general, definitions of important

concepts such as transference, counter-

transference and interpretation sould

improve client’s understanding and also

improve communications amongst different

professionals

One-Session Demonstration Treatment of Psoriasis
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Abstract

A brief survey of contemporary research in the field of hypnosis and psoriasis is made

emphasising the need for further qualitative and quantitative studies. A rationale for

one-session demonstration treatments utilising hypnosis is outlined before discussing

a treatment session with a psoriasis ‘patient’. The approach utilised was essentially

an example of integrative hypnotherapy incorporating both direct and indirect

approaches as well as hypnoanalysis, Gestalt work and bodywork conducted within

an overall humanistic-phenomenological context. Recognition of the importance of

common curative factors such as ego strengthening and goal setting is also

discussed. Follow-up reports at six, 12 and 30 months showed that the patient

continued to show improvements in her skin condition with few remissions, as well as

increases in confidence and self-esteem.
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Introduction

Recent scientific studies point to the role of

stress and emotional factors in the onset and/or

exacerbation of many dermatological

problems (Shenefelt, 2000; 2007a). Because of

the central social and psychological role

played by the skin and its appearance, skin

diseases in turn can produce a host of

psychological reactions, including depression,

shame, social withdrawal, and rage (Folks &

Kinney, 1992). These studies indicate the need

for stress-reduction techniques, of which

hypnosis is one. Hypnotic suggestion has long

been thought to be effective in the

improvement of various skin disorders (Kline,

1954; Scott, 1960; Bellini, 1998; Shenefelt,

2000; 2003ab; 2007b; Fried & Hussain,

2008)). Many recent studies have shown a link

between the use of hypnosis and changed skin

response in certain dermatologic affections

such as psoriasis (Tausk & Whitmore, 1999),

atopic dermatitis (Stewart & Thomas, 1995;

Iglesias, 2005), warts (Ewin, 1992; Noll, 1994;

Goldstein, 2005), alopecia areata (Thompson

& Shapiro, 1996; Willemsen et al., 2006;

Willemsen & Vanderlinden, 2008)), acne

(Shenefelt, 2004), and eczema (Mantle, 2001).

Tausk and Whitmore (1999) performed a small

randomised double-blind controlled trial by

using hypnosis as adjunctive therapy in

psoriasis, with significant improvement in

individuals who were highly susceptible to

hypnosis. Practising self-hypnosis to moderate

stress has been shown to be effective for a

variety of skin conditions that are exacerbated

by anxiety. However, what is meant by

empirical validation in hypnotherapy and

consequently evidence-based practice is the

subject of much current discussion (Alladin,

Sabatini, & Amundson, 2007).

Cheek (1961) explains his use of hypnotic

techniques to treat various cutaneous

manifestations, in particular herpes genitalis

infections. According to Cheek, getting the

affected skin to feel cool through the use of

hypnosis can be much more effective than

any pharmaceutical methods. In light

hypnosis Cheek sets up finger signals and

asks for permission to get the tissues cool and

to keep them cool for periods of two hours.

He starts with an unimportant area for the

production of a coolness sensation by having

his patients imagine that they are sucking on

a ‘peppermint and breathing in’. With the

patient in trance, he requests the “yes” finger

lift when the mouth feels cool and that the

patient tell him when there is a conscious

awareness of the coolness. When the patient

is confident about sensing the change, the

therapist tells them to experience that same

coolness in the lesioned area.

Cheek also used hypnosis to help patients

develop a more positive attitude toward

themselves, as well as to help them imagine

themselves in the future without skin

problems. He utilised hypnotic trance

phenomena, such as the increased ability to

focus, time distortion, amnesia, flashback

memories, analgesia, catalepsy, and so on in

order to achieve these goals.

Other hypnosis techniques that can be used

include:  a television screen tuned to the ‘future

channel’ on which patients see their body

without the current skin problem or their hair

beginning to grow again; imagining themselves

using a brush to scrub away the lesions on the

back or hands so as to clean and polish the body

to make it healthy again. Approaches that

facilitate ideosensory changes (e.g. warmth,

coolness, tingling) are particularly valuable for

the treatment of warts and herpes (Tasini &

Hackett, 1977), but may also be helpful for

other dermatologic problems.

Stewart and Thomas (1995) used hypno-

therapy to treat atopic dermatitis in adults and

children. 20 adults with extensive atopic

dermatitis, resistant to conventional treatment,

were treated by hypnotherapy, with

statistically significant benefit, which was

maintained for up to two years where follow-

up was available. 20 children with severe,

resistant atopic dermatitis were treated by

hypnosis; all but one showed immediate

improvement, which was maintained at two

follow-up examinations. In 12 other cases

involving children, replies to a questionnaire

at up to 18 months after treatment showed that
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ten had maintained improvement in itching

and scratching, nine in sleep disturbance, and

seven in mood.

Hypnosis has also been used during

dermatologic procedures where it can alleviate

anxiety and discomfort (Shenefelt, 2003).

When direct methods of hypnotherapy are

ineffective then hypnoanalytical approaches

may be suggested in order to explore the

unconscious dynamics (Rossi & Cheek, 1988;

Rossi, 1986/1993; 1996; Ewin & Eimer, 2006;

Hawkins, 2006).

One Session Demonstration Therapy

[Demonstration Therapy: Rossi (2002) argues

that working before a group can instigate

implicit processing heuristics which facilitate

open-ended, creative but unpredictable

responses. Such demonstrations often have a

very profound therapeutic effect on the clients

or patients, which they can vividly recall for

the rest of their lives. Rossi writes, “Our

interpretation of current neuroscience research

suggests that demonstration therapy may be

effective precisely because it provides a

positive psychosocial experience of novelty,

environmental enrichment, and exercise that

are prime conditions for generating new

memory, learning and behavior. The

psychobiological arousal experienced by

revealing oneself in front of a large audience

can evoke natural processes associated with

immediate genes, behavioural state-related

gene expression, as well as activity-dependent

gene expression and neurogenesis. A once-in-

a-lifetime experience with demonstration

therapy is a special psychosocial event that

has much in common with the healing rituals

of many cultures.” (301)]

The session began by addressing the class in

the following way:

For most of us, hypnosis is really about

healing………is it not? So I would like to ask

if there is anyone in the group today who is in

a state of distress? Someone who feels that

they can do some effective work this morning?

So this is not merely a demonstration, this is

the real thing!

[This introduction is adapted from Rossi (2002).

It begins with a positive statement/question, (i)

“…hypnosis is about healing is it not?”

Erickson regarded this type of question that

ends with ‘is it not?’ as a mild therapeutic

double-bind that disarms potential resistance by

stating the negative as well as the positive, so

that the subject does not have to waste any effort

in negation and denial (Erickson & Rossi,

1975). Asking for a volunteer who really can do

effective work today and it is the real thing

increases psychological arousal and heightened

expectations. The casual and permissive attitude

of these questions facilitates a positive,

receptive mental attitude, a kind of yes set

(Erickson, Rossi & Rossi, 1976)]

The Session (2 hours)

The volunteer, Amy, was a 22-year-old

student of psychology. She was attending a

module in Hypnotherapy (Final Year Option

– Psychotherapy) along with 20 other

students. Prior to volunteering she had

watched and discussed a number of other

class demonstrations.

During the initial interview she explained

that when stressed she suffered from psoriasis,

which sometimes affected her whole body.

She was asked to say at what level of intensity

her psoriasis was at this moment in time using

a visual analogue scale (VAS) of zero to ten.

She indicated ideomotorically that it was

currently six.

Are there times when the problem is better or

worse? 

Amy answered that on occasions it had been

ten, but that it could be as low as three, usually

before the summer vacation.

[In most patients the intensity / frequency of

the problem does modulate in which case the

therapist can point out to the patient that they

have some influence on the problem and ipso

facto have the resources to help alleviate it

although they may not know how to do this

consciously at this moment in time. The

implication is that they have the inner

resources, which they can find and utilise at

some time in the future. It is useful to ask the



patient to imagine the time when the problem

was relatively better by using a visual

analogue scale (VAS), i.e.

When you are experiencing the problem,

now that it is much better, (ask them to

imagine the time when this occurred) tell me

where the pointer rests on a 10-point scale

somewhere between zero and ten, where ten

is the most uncomfortable (distressful) and

zero the most comfortable and relaxing.

They can also be asked to experience a time in

their life when the symptoms were worse. This

introduces them to the importance of regression,

to using their imagination to recall experiences,

and to evaluating their experiences. It provides

the therapist with a useful device to monitor the

progress of the therapy during the session or

over the course of treatment. It also heightens

the patient’s sensitivity to their symptoms, so

that they can better appreciate those periods

throughout the day when symptoms threaten to

get worse – as well as just noticeable therapeutic

improvements that can motivate and reinforce

their progress. It may also be valuable to have

the patient produce the symptom (i.e. symptom

prescription) as this helps the patient ‘learn how

to make the symptom better’ by accessing the

state dependent encoding of mind-body

problems (Rossi, 1986/1993).]

Amy also explained that the problem started

when she was approximately 11 years old.

The therapist then asked her during trance:

What level of intensity would be acceptable

to you? I wonder whether your hand will

float up to that point in the future where it

will be acceptable and you may be surprised

that your mind already knows this and can

allow it to happen.

Amy’s hand floated and she verbally indicated

that two or three would be acceptable. The

therapist made the following comment:

When you are stressed then your skin reacts

unconsciously to this so it is an important

communication……… therefore it is necessary

for you to listen to what your skin is telling

you…, and although you can reduce the level

of intensity to an acceptable and more

comfortable level I wonder whether your

unconscious mind can find another and more

effective way of dealing with the stress? And

now find a time in your life when you utilised

your inner resources to effect a much lower

intensity skin reaction or to that time before

you were 11 years old…………and when your

unconscious has found that time will your

finger or hand move?

Amy’s right hand floated effortlessly away

from her leg in a manner that indicated that

it was an unconscious movement rather than

a deliberate, intentional one.

And now review that earlier experience from

the beginning to the end and when this has

finished then will your other arm lift? ………

and you don’t need to know everything about

that experience only what is appropriate for

you to know consciously at this moment in

order to assist you in resolving the problem

………… and you may experience parts of the

experience …….. maybe……… images,……

thoughts, ……… feelings ………… sensations

……… whatever happens by itself.

At this point she said, without being asked,

that her mind was completely ‘blank’, but

that she was experiencing tension in her

upper chest.

Just put your hand on the area where you

are experiencing the tension.

Amy put her hand on her upper chest and I

asked her if it would be okay if I put my hand

there. She nodded that this was all right.

And as I put some pressure on your chest

allow your breathing to deepen and make

some sound on the out breath.

[I mentioned earlier in the interview that

sometimes during the therapy session it might

be useful to touch her or to put some pressure

on her body where she was experiencing

tension. She agreed that this would be okay. I

also said that if she found this intrusive or

uncomfortable at the time then she should say

so and I would immediately stop. Of course,

there are important issues involved here
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related to professional ethics but also

contradictions with respect to aspects of

therapeutic integrity.]

As I did this she started to sob at which point

I made the following comment:

And as you continue to allow the tears to flow

you may learn something from this with

respect to your problem ……… and you can

allow all the learnings and resources to flow

to every part of your skin ……… smoothing

and massaging it to glowing health ………

allowing it to become smooth and soft ………

and as that happens and you know that it can

occur in the future all by itself ……… just as

yesterday the water on the lake outside was

rippling in the wind and small waves were

splashing against the boats anchored in the

harbour ……… but today the wind has

disappeared ……… the sun is shining on the

water, ……… and the water is smooth and

tranquil ……… as the warm sun massages

away all the movements to leave everything

peaceful and comfortable ……… as you learn

ways of dealing more effectively with the ways

in which your body handles stressful times in

your life ……… and when you know how to do

that even though you may not know that you

know ……… then you may be wondering

whether your arm will float once more?

Amy’s left arm gently lifted.

And I’d like to invite you to put your thumb

and forefinger together in acknowledgement

that you have these resources and that you

can utilise the learnings from this session

……… and in the future when you feel

stressed all you need do is to find a

comfortable place ……… look at your left

hand ……… allowing it to float by itself

……… and then put your thumb and

forefinger together in appreciation that you

have these resources to allow your skin to

stay smooth and healthy.

Catharsis

[Catharsis: derives from the Greek katharsis

meaning ‘to clean or purify’, and it has

always played an important part in various

societal rituals as well as in drama, religion,

and sport (Scheff, 1979). These activities

provide a culturally sanctioned occasion for

experiencing and expressing significant but

taboo thoughts and feelings.

Many approaches to psychotherapy have

emphasised catharsis to varying degrees

within their respective systems (Breuer &

Freud, 1895/1955; Nichols & Zax, 1977;

Hawkins, 1995; Heron, 1998; Jenner, 2006).

At the heart of these therapeutic systems is a

belief that the emotional discharge of

repressed traumatic material brings relief to

emotional tension, thereby resulting in an

alleviation of physical and psychological

symptoms. However, it should be noted that

insight is also regarded as an important

component of therapeutic change, at least in

the majority of the approaches. Catharsis, or

abreaction, is generally believed to be a

necessary, but not sufficient condition, for

therapeutic change to occur, i.e. it is one of

the important common curative factors.

Recent research has demonstrated that

hypnotic abreaction releases chaotic patterns

of electrodermal activity during dissociation

(Bob, 2007). This suggests a possible role of

neural chaos in the processing of dissociated

memories during hypnotic revivification. 

It is likely that at some time in working with

patients using hypnosis an emotional

abreaction or catharsis will occur even though

this may not have been the intention of the

therapist. Often, therapists are unprepared to

deal with such emotional outbursts and

mismanage the situation because they do not

have any training or sufficient understanding

of these events. The two most common forms

of mismanagement are premature closure and

‘too deep too soon’. Essentially, therapists

should accept emotional expression in almost

any therapeutic context. In this way patients

learn to recognise, accept and express their

feelings. Even if catharsis is not the major

focus of the therapy, it is generally a good

idea to permit patients to cry or say angry

things whenever these feelings emerge.

Indeed, whenever a patient tells and retells

their story, the emotion is discharged through

verbal and non-verbal expression. ]



Afterwards Amy said that during the session

she realised what had happened at the age of

11, that up until this time she used to cry

when under stress but then “I stopped crying

and allowed my skin to cry instead!” I did not

interpret or analyse her statement but said to

her that she can make sense of it consciously

and unconsciously, perhaps in a dream later

that day. Finally she was asked to go through

the session in trance finding all the learning

experiences:

Just close your eyes and go inside your mind

and go back to the beginning of the session or

even before …….. and with every learning

experience allow your finger to move …… and

when this has finished will your hand float to a

time in the future when the problem will be

appropriately resolved? …… and will this

occur this weekend or next weekend or at

sometime in between? ……… and you may be

wondering when it will happen …… and when

you know that will your eyes open as your mind

and body collaborate in solving this problem?

Finally a short intervention was provided for

further ego strengthening. This would also

enable Amy to anchor the good feelings and

show her how she could use this approach

for herself in the future.

Close your eyes and go inside your mind and

find a time in your life when your skin was

healthy and smooth ……… allowing all the

resources that you have to enable your skin to

stay smooth and healthy, flowing to that part

of your body allowing your skin to become

clean, healthy and soft as those healing

resources massage away all the stress and

tension in your life …… allowing any images

or thoughts to come into your mind as they

can help you solve your problem ………  And

when you know that this will continue to

happen after you have left here will one of

your fingers move or an arm float all by itself?

……… that’s fine, just continue to let that

happen, nothing you need do ……… Perhaps

your unconscious mind can find other ways of

dealing with the stress in your life, ways that

are positive and life enhancing enabling you

to have a better quality of life ……. and when

you know that this can happen will another

finger move or the other arm float? ………

that’s really great, knowing that all these

things are happening by themselves.

And over the course of the next few weeks you

can do this for yourself ……… all you need do

is to sit in a comfortable chair and look at your

hand and as it floats towards your eyes just

allowing them to close ……… putting your

thumb and forefinger together as you access

all those positive resources to allow your skin

to stay smooth and healthy and say to yourself

……… my skin is smooth and healthy ………

my skin is smooth and healthy ………… my

skin is smooth and healthy ……… allowing

your hand to float back to your leg and when it

touches your leg you may wonder whether

your eyes will open first or will you stretch the

muscles of your arms and legs before opening

your eyes. [A therapeutic double bind].

A therapeutic metaphor

There is a story about a beautiful young

woman who was invited by the king to

accompany him when he goes out to give alms

to the poor in spite of the fact that she had a

severe skin problem.  However, the young

woman notices that the falling snow cools and

soothes the skin eruptions on her face and, at

the king’s suggestion, she applies the snow to

her arms and legs. As she does she feels the

benefit of its cooling effect and the skin ceases

to itch. On return to the castle, she finds that

whenever she feels like scratching her skin she

thinks about the snow and immediately the

skin is soothed and the irritation goes.

Because of this she becomes much more

relaxed and does not mind going to class and

meeting with other young people ………she

feels more confident and enjoys joining in with

their activities.  In addition she also finds that

she sleeps better at night and is, therefore,

better able to engage in her studies the next

day (adapted from Mantle, 2000).

[Metaphors and stories can be presented as a

way of helping the patient develop a greater

sense of self-esteem and confidence by

communicating this to their unconscious mind

(Erickson & Rossi, 1979; Zeig, 1980; Lankton,
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1980; Hammond, 1990). Lankton & Lankton

(1986) define a therapeutic metaphor as: ‘A

story with dramatic devices that captures

attention and provides an altered framework

through which the client(s) can entertain novel

experience’ (154).

While the material for metaphors can be

chosen from any source, it should bear some

relationship to the patient's own life and

interests, indeed the patient will usually

inform the clinician as to what metaphor

should be used. What is important is the way

in which the therapist creatively uses images

and words that appropriately match the

patient's interests, experiences, aspirations, as

well as the presenting symptomatology. Often

it will be possible to take well-known stories

from literature (e.g. The Ugly Duckling; The

Hungry Caterpillar, Carle, 1974; Jonathan

Livingston Seagull, Bach, 1973; The Wizard

of Oz, Baum, 1900), which are related to

positive transformation thus conveying a

sense of hope and optimism.

The metaphor used here was adapted from

Mantle (2000) but utilised Amy’s suggestion

that she liked the feeling of snow on her skin

(this evoked certain pleasant childhood

memories of playing in the snow)].

Discussion

It can readily be seen that the intervention

creates an atmosphere of hope and positive

expectation even though there may not be

any immediate evidence. As Amy put it: “If

my skin doesn’t get better tomorrow or next

week, there is always the possibility of it

happening later. Saying this out loud makes

it even clearer”.  

The session was essentially Ericksonian in that

utilisation and implication were the basis of the

interventions, with the patient engaged in inner

mind-body healing. A technical integration with

other approaches (e.g. Gestalt, bioenergetics

and generic bodywork) was seamlessly

demonstrated as well as recognition of the

importance of common curative factors such

as ego strengthening, catharsis, cognitive

reframing, and goal setting. Although

hypnotherapy was the focus of the

intervention it is probable that there were

many other factors implicated in the apparent

success of the intervention including not only

the common factors already mentioned but

also the hope and expectations of the patient,

the trust invested in the therapist, as well as

the demonstration process itself.

Results and Follow-up

After the session Amy wrote the following

comments: “My father had a skin problem and

I have always used some cream to reduce the

inflammation and the pain as he did. I have

never had any problem to accept this disease

except this year it got worse. I keep applying

the cream but now I realise that I could stop

this treatment and try to cure myself with self-

hypnosis, by solving my problem at its root

and by managing the way I react to stress. I

was really skeptical before being hypnotised

as I did not believe that this practice could

cure problems linked to stress. However, I was

convinced that it would work with phobias as

we saw in a previous demonstration”. 

Follow-ups (by email) after six, 12 and 30

months indicated that Amy’s psoriasis problem

had lessened considerably, and she was still

continuing to use self-hypnosis not only for her

skin condition but for other problems as well.

However, there were times when the problem

got worse. “For the first month I saw my

psoriasis spots decreasing significantly but

then, when I travelled during the holidays they

increased again. This fluctuation has continued

but the length of time when my skin is clear

has increased”. In her last communication

(after approximately thirty months) she writes,

“I am continuing with self-hypnosis although

not as frequently because my psoriasis occurs

very infrequently. When it does it is not as

severe as previously. I also feel much better as

my confidence has increased particularly when

I’m with other people. My dermatologist is

very pleased with the changes”. Confirmation

was obtained from Amy’s consultant who

confirmed the positive changes. 

Obviously, it is necessary to exercise caution

in interpreting these apparent positive results
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as other factors could have been responsible

for the changes (e.g. context, age, diet etc.). 

It is also clear that aspects of the therapeutic

context, other than hypnosis per se, will have

had some affect on the outcome, e.g. the

therapeutic alliance, hope, expectation,

motivation of the patient and so on. For a

discussion of the issues relating to evidenced-

based hypnotherapy refer to Alladin, Sabatini,

& Amundson (2007).

Hypnotherapy Research Design: A Model for Improvement
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Abstract

The synthesis of evidence relating to clinical hypnosis as a healthcare intervention is

problematic. Narrative review often lacks rigorous inclusion criteria and this may create

a propensity for bias. Systematic review of evidence that fits the current Evidence

Based Medicine (EBM) paradigm often results in the exclusion of a large part of the

available informative data because randomisation, double blinding and control of

placebo, are often impossible or present ethical problems for research in hypnotherapy.

A third way is proposed here; a Pragmatic Systematically Conducted Review (PSCR)

which is rigorous, mitigates bias in the selection of evidence included, and enables 

the synthesis of evidence from different methodologies. This model could provide

healthcare agencies, clinicians and service users with a source of valid research

evidence that improves on that available from either systematic or narrative review.
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Background

Hypnotherapy does not lend itself easily to the

currently accepted research methods of

Evidence Based Medicine (EBM) which are

typified by the need to test the efficacy of

pharmaceutical products in isolation from

other aspects of total healthcare. The gold

standard of EBM research for the National

Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence

(NICE) and for the Medical Research Council

(MRC) is the Random Controlled Trial (RCT)

together with systematic reviews and meta-

analysis of such trials. The ideal RCT, in terms

of validity, will blind participants and deliverer

to whether treatment or placebo is involved,

that is, the trial is double blind. Random

allocation and blinding each present particular

problems in studying psychotherapeutic

interventions such as hypnotherapy. In

everyday practice patients for hypnotherapy

are usually self-selecting and their choice of

therapy may itself contribute to treatment

effects in this complex intervention.  This

element is lost in the randomisation of

participants, so although possible it may not

always be desirable. Blinding hypnotherapists

is not feasible as they would be aware that any

placebo therapy was not hypnotherapy.

Patient/participant blinding is possible but

creates an ethical dilemma because in

psychotherapy it is not possible to create an

‘inert’ placebo.  Hypnotherapy research too

often ignores these factors and research is

designed to fit the prevailing EBM model. It is

argued here that an expanded model of EBM is

required for complex interventions, including

hypnotherapy, if it is to adequately inform

clinical decision making in, and affect the

service availability of, complex interventions.

The clinical experience of hypnotherapy

practitioners is that, for certain defined

conditions, hypnotherapy provides an effective

treatment. But hypnotherapy researchers

working within the parameters of the current

EBM model need to measure the efficacy of the

hypnotic intervention in isolation. Clinicians

are, by the nature of their profession, interested

in the effectiveness of the entire treatment,

whereas researchers are interested in isolating

the efficacy of a specific primary component of

the intervention. While their aspirations are not

always so contrasting, this does illustrate and

highlight the main differences in approach that

need to be reconciled in hypnotherapy research.

More often than not, the clinician and the

researcher are interested in measuring different

things, in different ways – each presenting

different types of evidence with distinctly

different types of validity. Clinicians who are

also researchers, for reasons of pragmatism

within the academic research environment,

often adopt the ‘researcher’ approach. The

clinician/researcher is often obliged to

compromise one or other viewpoint to design a

study that satisfies the sponsors of the research.

Pragmatic clinical trials (MacPherson, 2004;

Hoptof, 2002) designed to measure

effectiveness of treatment in everyday practice

ask different questions to those of RCTs that

take place in an experimental or quasi-

experimental context. Hypnotherapists and

hypnotherapy researchers need to address these

differences when designing research if the real

value of the therapy is to be assessed.

Discussion

The double blind RCT can justifiably lay

claim to being rigorous and to have a high

level of internal validity but is limited in

external validity. That is, when studying

complex interventions it can provide

evidence of the efficacy of the primary

component but excludes the measurement of

other facets of the complete treatment that

may also contribute to effectiveness. It

validates effects found in experimental or

quasi-experimental conditions but it cannot

tell us whether that validity is generalisable

to everyday clinical practice.

There is wide acknowledgement that

improved ways of evaluating complex

healthcare interventions are needed. In their

critique of four approaches to evaluating

complex healthcare systems Boon et al.

(2007) identified that the need to find ways to

evaluate complex healthcare interventions,

and the need to describe and understand these
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in context of delivery, are areas of broad

agreement between MRC (Medical Research

Council, UK), NCCAM (National Centre for

Complementary and Alternative Medicine,

USA), NAFKAM (Norwegian National

Research Centre in Complementary and

Alternative Medicine) and the internationally

developing approach of Whole Systems

Research (Ritenbaugh et al 2003; Verhoef et

al 2004; 2005). The MRC, which is not

primarily concerned with Complementary

and Alternative Medicine (CAM), differs

from the others in seeking definitive RCTs

whenever this is possible (MRC, 2000).

It is impossible in clinical practice to determine

exactly why healing, somatic or psychological,

has occurred, since there may be a range of

incidental contributory intervening variables,

some of which may be unidentified. The

hypnotherapist’s input may be supplemented

and/or hindered by concurrent physician

treatment, self-help treatment, the patient’s

conscious self and not least the patient’s

unconscious self which can be characterised as

‘a genetically determined innate propensity to

re-establish an optimum dynamic physical

equilibrium’ (Fønnebø, 2007). This is equally

true of mental equilibrium. These identifiable

uncontrolled variables and other unidentified

variables that the current EBM model posits as

the assumed constituents of the placebo effect,

should as far as possible be eliminated or

disregarded in research in order to establish the

efficacy of the intervention being tested.

Fønnebø (2007), while finding many areas of

common ground between CAM practitioners

and researchers, identifies the placebo as their

‘battleground’. Researchers following the

EBM paradigm attempt to negate placebo

effects while practitioners recognise them as

conceptually central to practice – it is assumed

that that the ‘active’ elements of placebo may

contribute to therapeutic effectiveness. The

overall context of healthcare delivery is often

instrumental in its effectiveness.

The question at the centre of the battleground

is: are health intervention decisions best

informed by measuring the efficacy of

component parts of complex therapies or

might the whole intervention be more effective

than the sum of its parts? If the latter is the case

then research should be designed to evaluate

specifically that. This is what ‘pragmatic

clinical trials’ (MacPherson, 2004; Hoptof,

2002) aim to do but it is RCTs that are ‘widely

accepted as the most reliable method of

determining the effectiveness of treatments

that are to be delivered within the NHS’

(Wilson, 2005). Though true this statement is

based on a false premise. RCTs are designed to

assess efficacy not effectiveness – controlling

all variables to assess the effect of an ‘active

ingredient’ in isolation. RCTs study the

efficacy of a component of the intervention,

not the effect of the complete treatment.

Studying only component efficacy, comparing

a treatment group that receives the component

to a control group who receive a placebo, may

create an ‘efficacy paradox’ [Fig.1] (Walach et

al. 2006) and result in an effective treatment

being discounted.

Fig.1. Hypothetical Illustration of the

Efficacy Paradox, comparing two

possible treatments for the same disease

(based on Walach et al. 2006)



Hypothetical results from two studies looking

at different treatments for the same disease are

shown in Figure 1. Treatment x is shown to

have the largest general effect on the disease

even though the difference between it and its

control group is not sufficient to satisfy the

parameters of statistical significance.

Treatment y is less generally effective yet its

difference over its control group is large

enough to achieve statistical significance.

Paradoxically, treatment x, the more effective

for this disease, will be regarded, within the

current EBM model, as having no scientific

evidence to support its use. Treatment y on the

other hand would be regarded as supported by

scientific evidence even though it is a less

effective treatment. A hypothetical example is

used here to clearly illustrate the paradox.

Real comparisons are rarely made because

when the statistical threshold of significance is

not crossed, the results for the specific

component (dependent variable) are negative

and the entire study tends to be viewed

likewise and therefore it is far less likely to 

be published due to publication bias.

Publication bias works against both results

that are not statistically significant and 

against observational studies (Easterbrook et

al. 1991). A real example of the efficacy

paradox is cited by Walach et al. (2006).

Acupuncture was compared to conventional

pharmacological intervention for the

prevention of migraine and the ‘effective’

pharmacological treatment was shown not to

differ from the acupuncture control (Diener et

al, 2006 in Walach et al, 2006).

Regression and artefacts should be identical

for treatment and control conditions across

comparative trials and therefore can be

regarded as ‘white noise’, inevitable

background that is not controllable.  It is then

clear that ‘the battleground’ is not placebo in

total but only the non-specific components of

treatment, some identifiable and others

unknown. In hypnotherapy the identifiable

non-specifics include the relationship between

therapist and client, shared cultural values,

client expectation and the personalisation of

treatment delivery.

Non-specific components of placebo can

account for treatment effects. Iphofen et al.

(2005) argue that these should not be ignored,

or controlled for, but studied and explained.

This suggests a trial design that should study

the known components of placebo as

additional specific components of treatment,

rather than regarding them as non-specific

confounding variables. Such a design would

be more suitable for assessing a complex

intervention such as hypnotherapy because

‘factors that are incidental to biomedical

encounters may be characteristic to (specific

components of) psychotherapeutic ones’

(Paterson & Dieppe, 2005). However, some

elements of placebo may be unknown or

unidentified and these may also have treatment

effects; therefore the efficacy paradox may still

arise. Only measuring the effects of the whole

of a complex psychotherapy, in comparison to

the other available interventions, will eliminate

the possibility of the efficacy paradox. Whole

treatment research for a particular complaint

will most effectively identify, for clinical and

economic decision makers, the most effective

intervention. Less effective treatments that are

more costly to health service providers could

be avoided, and clinicians’ and service users’

decisions will be better informed.

If hypnotherapy research is to best inform

clinical decision making and service provision

then it must measure the effectiveness of the

whole treatment and not component efficacy

alone. There is therefore a need for a research

model that can be applied to hypnotherapy

which provides results for whole treatments.

A suitable model needs to retain the strengths

of the current EBM paradigm that provides

the best evidence of internal validity and

expand its parameters to include evidence

with high external validity.

The relevance and importance to all

treatments, including hypnotherapy, of the

concepts and practice of EBM are not

contested here, but the weighting of evidence

that has become its norm (JAMA; CEBM)

requires re-evaluation. This weighting has

generally been illustrated using a pyramid

model such as Figure 2.
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Fig.2. The Evidence Hierarchy.

(adapted from PHID, 2006)

In Figure 2, research methods at the top of

the pyramid have the greatest internal

validity and can be subjected to more

powerful statistical testing, those above the

line are generally regarded as the gold

standard of EBM. Below the line, the

methods have decreasing levels of internal

validity and are decreasingly amenable to

statistical testing, yet they have increasing

levels of external validity because they

evidence whole treatment effectiveness in

everyday clinical practice rather specific

efficacy in ‘laboratory’ conditions

Internally valid experimental and quasi-

experimental RCTs, their summaries in

systematic reviews (Cochrane, 2008), and the

statistical combination of their results data in

meta-analyses are designed to produce

quantitative results with the type of control of

variables that can normally be achieved only

in a laboratory context. In practice many

RCTs are, in fact, field trials, where control of

variables is far more problematic. Despite

this, many systematic reviews and meta-

analyses combine results from field trials

with true experiments. Once combined in this

way they often become regarded as a single

type of scientifically valid evidence –

whether positive or negative.

Systematic reviews and meta-analyses are

designed to overcome the difficulties,

including those of statistical power,

associated with smaller sample sizes of

individual RCTs; but the variation in design

of the studies (similar in topic and content)

included*, may mean that the assumption of

combinability of internal validity may not be

as sound as it is often considered. Even if it

were sound, transferability of the validity of

results to the real world context of treatment

delivery is an unknown and demands

verification and testing if the treatment is to

be adopted and continued in healthcare

practice. In the same way that clinical trials

of drugs have to be experimentally ‘phased’

into treating individual human beings.

Case studies, case series and cohort studies

can provide, either or both, quantitative and

qualitative data depending on the study

design. Such studies, carried out in a real

world context, will normally be openly

acknowledged as field trials or will be

observational studies or surveys. The studies’

context limits the extent to which incidental

variables can be controlled. Even with the

most careful design, the variables cannot be

controlled to the same extent as they are in an

experiment, therefore results will have lower

internal validity - generally decreasing in line

with the hierarchical model (Fig. 2). These

methods do however provide important

information that is unavailable in the

experimental context: notably data regarding

external validity. They are also a rich source

of qualitative evidence sourced from

healthcare practitioners and from patients;

and “Evidence from qualitative studies can

play an important role in adding value to

systematic reviews for policy, practice and

consumer decision-making” (Cochrane,

2008, chapter 20). Studies of healthcare

interventions in context, that take place in

normal clinical conditions, may also provide

cost data for the actual delivery of treatment

rather than from estimates and projections.

In relation to research methods there seems to

be a prima facie tension between internal and

external validity because diminished control

of variables appears to threaten internal

validity while optimum control for measuring

component efficacy threatens external



validity. The hierarchical model (Fig.2)

exacerbates this tension by over-valuing

internal validity in comparison with external

validity. This tension between internal and

external validity is another problem that a

‘whole treatment’ research model for

hypnotherapy must address. The current

EBM paradigm can result in treatments

becoming the practice standard, based solely

on internal validity; despite the fact that

healthcare is not delivered in laboratories or

in clinical conditions where variables are

strictly controlled in the same way. It is

delivered to the ‘real world’ of human clients.

* (Published papers reporting hypnotherapy

studies seldom give sufficient description of

the method of hypnosis. Hypnosis is

primarily suggestive therapy. Suggestions

given for induction of hypnosis or for the

achievement of the same goals can vary

greatly. Many papers can be found for

example that refer to the use of a progressive

relaxation induction of hypnosis, but the

suggestions used for this can vary

fundamentally between hypnotherapists and

may boil down to training or personal

preferences. Consequently, if the description

‘progressive relaxation’ is accepted as of

sufficient similarity to include trials in a

systematic review or to summarise results in

a meta-analysis, an uncontrolled and possibly

confounding variable is introduced.)

A research model that takes into account the

evidence base that precedes controlled trials

and that tests RCT results against

subsequent clinical experience, would much

better inform decision makers; whether they

are service providers, clinicians or patients.

In relation to everyday healthcare practice, a

research model that reaches a final

conclusion based solely on experimental and

quasi-experimental results is insufficient for

purpose and may be costly in terms of both

outcomes and resources.

Walach et al. (2006) have proposed an

alternative circular model of evaluation,

which posits that ‘a composite of all methods

constitutes best scientific evidence’.

Circular models, familiar throughout the

social sciences, have an academic elegance

but lack a clear focus of conclusion: “A circle

has no preferred orientation.” (Walach et al.

2006). Healthcare decision makers, from

family doctors to government agencies,

including service users, are looking for clear

and readily apparent research conclusions.

While they may acknowledge that

comprehensive results from a multiplicity of

research methods give the best guide to

effective treatment, they are unlikely to have

the time and resources to study anything

other than clearly presented conclusions –

decision making takes place in the real world

too. The hierarchical perspective, with its

assumption of best evidence, presents a

sharply focused conclusion at the top of the

pyramid. The circular model does not match

this necessary clarity of conclusion. A model

that clearly focuses the conclusions, based 

on the integration of all available evidence, 

is required.

A new model for hypnotherapy research

should also be applicable to other

psychotherapy, to CAM research and to all

EBM. There is no reason why an acceptable

standard of comprehensive evidence should

be different for hypnotherapy, it is one

possible intervention amongst many and

comparison between different treatments is

essential to good decision making.

Outcomes should be the measure of all

healthcare research – whether the outcome

measured is remission, amelioration or

eradication of a disease, cost of provision or

patient satisfaction. Differing philosophical

approaches adopted by patients, by doctors,

by psychologists, by scientists and by

economists may have a place in the process

of health service delivery decision making –

but the research process should be as

‘detached’ and objective as possible. The

biases inherent in belief systems should not

influence the research methods relied upon

for decision making. Whole treatment

research should have hypotheses based on

measurable outcomes. It is often argued that

you can not compare ‘apples with oranges’
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and as exemplars of different categories of

fruit this is true; however, once categorised

as foods, comparison of nutritional value is

entirely feasible. A satisfactory healthcare

research model can, by focusing on

outcomes, make possible the comparison of

one complex therapy with any other for the

same disease.

In proposing a new model for evaluating

hypnotherapy evidence it is necessary to

acknowledge the power of the RCT,

systematic reviews and meta-analyses. It has

been proposed (Roberts, 2005) that

hypnotherapy trial design should ‘allow for

the incorporation of multiple methods to

address all aspects of therapy’, but this

would lead to a complexity of trial design

that would be both a logistical nightmare

and require probably unobtainable levels of

funding. Furthermore it would require

making compromises to one, or more, or all

of the methodologies involved (a dilution or

contamination of the protocols) thus

compromising the power of findings from

each method. It is therefore proposed here

that the multiplicity of methodologies be

brought together not at the trial stage, but at

the review stage and that the Systematic

Review (Cochrane, 2008), which is often

reductionist in studying homogeneous RCTs

only, should be incorporated into a new and

comprehensive research review model; the

Pragmatic Systematically Conducted

Review (PSCR) (Fig. 3).

The model for the PSCR (Fig.3) acknowledges

non-hierarchical relationships of evidence

from multiple research methodologies and

recognises the importance of establishing the

substantive validity (Fig.4) of a treatment by

confirmatory results from multiple and

heterogeneous research methodologies.

The PSCR model is represented by a

schematic diagram from ‘logic theory’ (Venn,

1880) and while it emphasises the importance

of each research methodology feeding the

development of others, it also improves on the

circular model (Walach et al. 2006) by

presenting a clear conclusion at the

‘confluence’ where evidence from each

methodology confirms and endorses that from

all the others. ‘Conjunctions’of evidence from

two categories of research methods produces

three secondary points of focus.

Fig.3. Model for the Pragmatic

Systematically Conducted Review (PSCR)

in complex healthcare interventions such

as hypnotherapy where placebo may be

intrinsic in effectiveness.

This PSCR model is pragmatic in two

respects. It seeks to establish the effectiveness

of a whole treatment rather than the efficacy

of one active element of it, and in doing this,

it takes account of both internally valid and

externally valid evidence.

Validity is a central question that has divided

groups with different perspectives on the

usefulness of research evidence. Agencies

commissioning healthcare service

interventions tend to favour evidence that

has very high internal validity. Clinicians,

conversely, have often questioned the

exclusive use of internally valid evidence for

deciding on a treatment for individual

patients in everyday healthcare practice

(Mant, 1999; Hart, 1997).

Common sense dictates that if both the

internal and external validity of a treatment

have been demonstrated by research, then this



is a better indication of treatment validity than

either one without the other. Furthermore,

validity supported in this way is not simply the

sum of the different research methods, but far

greater than this. The validity of results from a

category of research methodology, when the

results are in agreement, substantiates the

validity of those of another category; as

illustrated at the conjunction intersections of

the PSCR model. The confluence intersection

sees the validity of each of the three categories

of research methods substantiated by each of

the others. The overall validity of results at

any intersection is substantive and represents

the best guide to the true validity of a

treatment. The systematic review provides the

sum of internally valid results from similar

studies of a primary component of treatment.

The Pragmatic Systematically Conducted

Review cross-substantiates results with

internal and external validity – for all studies

relating to interventions, however complex,

for a particular disease or condition.

Fig.4. Substantive Validity. Results with

external validity substantiate those with

internal validity and those with internal

validity substantiate those with external

validity when the results are in agreement.

Results from any research methodology are

only included in the substantive results

(Figure 3. intersections f(focus = intersection

abc); ab; ac; bc) when they are in agreement.

Evidence from any category of research

methodology that is not substantiated by

evidence from another is not included. The

optimally substantive focus of the results

(Figure 3. intersection f) only includes

results that are in agreement with both other

categories. This differentiates the PSCR from

triangulation methods that compare and

attempt to interpret results whether they

agree or conflict.

Some clinicians and researchers who take a

mainly relativist stance might question the

fact that the model illustrated in Figure 3

does not explicitly include data from surveys

and questionnaires of patient/service

user/client opinion of their treatment and

their judgement of its effectiveness. Whether

or not that should be included is one of the

most contentious issues and there is not room

to explore it in detail here. The PSCR model

can easily be expanded to include this as a

fourth category, indeed there is theoretically

no limit to the number of categories that can

be used, but there is a practical one. The

greater the number of categories, the less

concise the conclusions will be. The concept

of this PSCR model is the use of three broad

but distinct categories of healthcare research

methodology to present a clearly focused

confluence of substantively valid evidence.

A multiplicity of narrower categories would

defeat this object by obscuring the focus.

The PSCR will only fulfil its aims if the

protocol adopted for its conduct is rigorous

and measures are included to eliminate

researcher bias. That is, every stage of the

review must be conducted systematically

while being comprehensive in its scope. It

must seek

to establish

substantive

validity by

s t u d y i n g

o u t c o m e s

in isolation

from the

theories underlying the research methods 

of individual studies, but without dismissing

the context in which the studies 

were conducted.

To lay claim to substantiating the results of

diverse research methodologies in studying

a healthcare intervention for a particular

disease or condition, a systematic and

exhaustive approach to searching for studies

to be included in a PSCR is required and

every effort to include every possible source

of evidence is essential.
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Publications covering hypnosis and

hypnotherapy research span many

disciplines including medicine, psychology,

psychotherapy, nursing and CAM.

Electronic databases for all these fields 

must be searched systematically using

relevant search parameters and all results

recorded. Unfortunately what was the only

substantial specialist hypnosis research

database is no longer on-line, reportedly due

to loss of sponsorship.

Recorded search results will need to be

included or excluded from the PSCR

according to precise criteria rather than by

arbitrary or biased judgement. All papers

that meet the criteria must be included.

Parameters for data extraction, whether

quantitative or qualitative, will also need to

be precisely stated and adhered to.

Four categories of results will be presented –

the primary results of the confluence (f

Fig.3) and three sets of secondary results of

the conjunctions (ab;ac;bc; Fig3).

A hierarchical perspective on differing

methodologies can remain relevant within

the PSCR. It may for instance be reasonable

to weight the evidence of conjunction ab

(Fig.3) above that of ac and or that of bc.

Whatever the favoured perspective of the

decision maker, the evidence at each

intersection will provide more information

on overall validity than a single ‘definitive’

evidence base. The central intersection f

(Fig3) will always focus the substantiated

evidence of optimal validity.

Conclusions

In order to provide the best possible evidence

to decision makers including service

providers, clinicians and patients, there is a

need to improve hypnotherapy research

design to study whole treatment effectiveness

in terms of outcomes and validity of results.

Reliance on one ‘definitive’ research

methodology that measures only the efficacy

of a primary component of a complex

intervention is unsatisfactory because it

provides only evidence of internal validity;

because it does not test all facets of the

treatment an efficacy paradox may result.

External validity of whole treatments can

only be studied in the context of everyday

service delivery. Results from field research

methods need to be synthesised with

experimental evidence for internal and

external validation in order to establish

substantive validity of a complex healthcare

intervention such as hypnotherapy.

Synthesis of heterogeneous research

methods to provide internal and external

validity of results without loss of integrity is

difficult, if not impossible, within individual

studies. A review of studies on the other

hand represents an opportunity to synthesise

results from diverse methodologies without

compromising the integrity of any one of

them. Furthermore, because results in

agreement from differing methodologies

cross-substantiate internal and external

validity, the overall integrity of total

research is improved to provide substantive

validity of results.

The Pragmatic Systematically Conducted

Review is proposed here as a suitable

research review model for the synthesis of

quantitative and qualitative evidence of

internal validity and external validity for

complex healthcare interventions. The

model is capable of delivering

comprehensive substantively valid evidence

in a concise and focused summary to aid the

facilitation of clinical and economic

decision making in healthcare provision.
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Abstract:

This article is the first in a series of five which seeks to site scientific psycho-

hypnotherapy on a firm linguistico-philosophical foundation. We find that for

consciousness, both “hardware” (the brain’s prefrontal cortex) and “software”

(psychological mechanisms such as imagery and inner speech, as well as the 

content of self-reflection), are necessary. Crucially, it is found that part of the filtering

process which takes place in the transfer of information from the external world 

to the internal or psychic world via the sensory channels, renders the information 

in the form of language, and this leads to the establishing of a “self-talk.” We find 

that in terms of the “psychological software” for self-awareness, internal dialogue 

is immensely important. We then go on to summarise the scientific background 

to our understanding of the nature and prevalence of self-talk and its relationship 

to self-awareness, in terms of meaning-making and shaping reality, both private 

and consensual. At this point we turn to Wittgenstein who believed that “philosophic-

linguistic therapy” could be at the heart of clearing up many of life’s conundrums, 

and we sketch out, in practical terms, how such therapy might be applied to facilitate

creative psychic change and personal development. We aim, at the conclusion of

these discussions, to show how a “therapy for self-talk,” as engendered in the tools

and techniques of Neuro-linguistic Programming and Psycho-chaotic Semiotics can

produce apparently “magical” results in the creation of unfolding, positive realities 

of choice.

Keywords:

Computational model, Hardware, Hypnotherapy, Internal dialogue, Linguistics, Neuro-

linguistic Programming, NLP, Philosophy, Psycho-chaotic Semiotics, Self-talk,

Software, Psychotherapy, Wittgenstein. 



Introduction to the Series

This series of essays continues the in-depth

discussions exploring the nature and

efficacy of language, hypnosis, and altered

states, the foundations of which have been

established in previous work [1], [2], [3],

[4], [5]. It begins by summarising the

background to our understanding of the

nature of self-talk and its relationship to self-

awareness, in terms of meaning-making and

of shaping reality, both private and

consensual. It goes on to show how the

filtering of sensory data and the resulting

”languaging” of human experience, tends to

build negative psychic structures which are

limiting at best, and at worst, damaging, to a

person’s individuation. Clinical studies on

the role and effects of self-talk are presented,

together with theoretical models of its

modes of operation, both psychological and

physiological. We then turn to Analytical

and Humanist approaches to therapeutic

utilisation of internal dialogue and compare

and contrast these with tools supplied by

Neuro-linguistic Programming, and with

meditation practices. The “creative” and

metaphorical aspects of positive, lasting

therapy based on utilisation of intrapersonal

communication are stressed throughout,

particularly in the light of Wittgenstein’s

idea of a “philosophical therapy for (and

through) language”, and the conception of

gaining a “perspicuous representation” to

aid in clarifying a client’s worldview [6].

The previous articles [1], [2], [3], [4], [5]

discussed in detail historical and

philosophical approaches to the question of

internal dialogue and intrapersonal

communication, and concluded along with

Wittgenstein [6] that a kind of mystico-

philosophico-linguistic therapy could be at

the heart of clearing up many of life’s

conundrums. From this idea we turn to the

scientific background to the nature and

prevalence of self-talk and ask how, in

practical terms, such Wittgensteinian

therapy might be applied to facilitate

creative psychic change and personal

development. We aim, at the conclusion 

of these discussions, to show how a 

“therapy for self-talk,” as engendered in the

tools and techniques of Neuro-linguistic

Programming and Psycho-chaotic Semiotics

[7], can produce apparently “magical”

results – resulting in our becoming

“Lingwiz’ds of Is” [8] in the creation of

unfolding, positive realities of choice.

Let us remind ourselves, at this point, of the

nature of internal dialogue – Meichenbaum

[9], for example, states that "In psychology,

the term inner speech usually signifies

soundless, mental speech, arising at the

instant we think about something, plan or

solve problems in our mind, recall books

read or conversations heard, read and write

silently.  In all such instances we think and

remember with the aid of words which we

articulate to ourselves. Inner speech is

nothing but speech to oneself, or concealed

verbalisation, which is instrumental to the

logical processing of sensory data, in their

realisation and comprehension within a

definite system of concepts and judgments”

[9]. Shedletsky [10] uses communication

theory to site intrapersonal communication

(IAPC) as "talking to ourselves" [11] but

with the triad of “sender – transmitter –

receiver” all located in the same individual,

and Fletcher comments that "to a large

extent intrapersonal communication from a

psychophysiological perspective is the

interior neural manifestation of the social

process of communication" [12]. Pearson

and Nelson [13] go further by noting that

intrapersonal communication it also used in

“internal problem solving, resolution of

internal conflict, planning for the future,

emotional catharsis, evaluation of ourselves

and others” [11]. There are various facets to

this inner speech and “The dialogue within

the self proceeds on many levels. Sometimes

it is a dialogue between the self as engaged

in its various responsibilities and affections

and the self which observes these
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engagements. Sometimes the dialogue is

between the self in the grip of its immediate

necessities and biological urges, and the self

as an organisation of long-range purposes

and ends. Sometimes the dialogue is

between the self in the context of one set of

loyalties and the self in the grip of

contrasting claims and responsibilities” [14].

The situation is complicated by the fact that

the expressions of internal dialogue are

manifold and “The elements of inner speech

are found in all our conscious perceptions,

actions, and emotional experiences, where

they manifest themselves as verbal sets,

instructions to oneself, or as verbal

interpretations of sensations and

perceptions. This renders inner speech a

rather important and universal mechanism in

human consciousness and psychic activity”

[15]. So, if we choose to define intrapersonal

communication as " … the physiological

and psychological processing of messages

that happens within individuals at conscious

and non-conscious levels as they attempt to

understand themselves and their

environment" [16], then we concur that

“Those intrapersonal processes are the locus

of meaning … and provide the impetus for

action. Toward that end, our unique,

individual world-views form the basis for

our behavior. Your intrapersonal reality is

giving meaning to these words and is the

cause of the response you have as you read

them” [17], [18]. We shall return to the idea

of intercommunicating psychological

“parts” – to “intrapersonal processes as

locus of meaning” – and to creating,

maintaining and modifying “unique,

individual world-views” in terms of modern

psychotherapeutic practice in the remainder

of this article.

Now it does appear true in general that “ ...

self-awareness is mediated by self-talk: when

self-aware, the individual, more often than

not, talks to himself or herself” [19], although

the “ … cognitive processes underlying self-

awareness are still unknown and extremely

difficult to study in an experimental

paradigm” [19]. Despite these difficulties we

could summarise that “Intrapersonal reality

[intrapersonal perception] is, in essence, the

view of the world within each of us. It is the

perception of reality that people construct for

themselves … Although it is substantively

influenced by interaction with others, it is as

unique as a fingerprint and continually

growing and being reshaped. When we hear

people say ‘That is her reality’ (regardless of

their intended meaning), we are hearing

people refer to intrapersonal processes” [17].

If we focus on cognition then this “ … leads

us to questions concerning individual

differences and the influence of goals,

motivation, language, discourse structure,

context, memory, social rules, and

imagination. It points to the significance of

perception vis-à-vis overt behavior. With

regard to a focus upon cognition, we can

point to numerous studies that teach us that

the perception of behavior is at least as

important as the behavior itself and that the

perception is a function of the individual and

her or his perception of the context” [20].

Following on from this Shedletsky opines

that “ … contextual variables influence

communication by means of their impact

upon perception. Put in other words, we

ought to expect social-psychological

variables to operate differently in differing

contexts, and they do … Still, another way of

getting at the point here is to note that much

(perhaps all) of ordinary human

communication is not limited to literal

meaning … Having said that, just what literal

meaning and indirect meaning are, and just

how we make literal and indirect meaning,

are precisely the questions begging for

exploration” [20]. If we now turn to

psychopathology and mental health, we can

clearly state that “Hearing voices for the

ordinary individual is, in this instance,

different from the auditory hallucinations

heard by a schizophrenic … and hearing

voices is not necessarily an unhealthy

phenomenon” [21], [22]. We also realise that

“While mentally ill patients sometimes hear

voices, individuals who are not mentally ill

also hear voices, including respected leaders

and a great variety of the general public …”



[21], [23]. And we can go on to reframe the

old adage that “ … talking to yourself is the

first sign of madness – and that replying to

yourself confirms the diagnosis. Well here's

some good news – we all talk to ourselves. It's

only a sign of madness if we're all mad in

some way (a possibility I'm not ruling out by

the way)” [24]. We can formulate the

understanding that “much (perhaps all)

human communication is not limited to literal

meaning” in the context of Fletcher’s

comment that "Intrapersonal communication

is the interior process of the individual by

which reality evolves and is maintained" [12].

Indeed, “We talk to ourselves incessantly

about our world. In fact we maintain our

world with our internal talk. And whenever

we finish talking to ourselves about ourselves

and our world, the world is always as it

should be. We renew it, we rekindle it with

life, we uphold it with our internal talk. Not

only that, but we also choose our paths as we

talk to ourselves. Thus we repeat the same

choices over and over until the day we die,

because we keep on repeating the same

internal talk over and over until the day we

die. A warrior is aware of this and strives to

stop his internal talk" [25]. We could go so far

as to say that “The internal dialogue is what

grounds people in the daily world. The world

is such and such or so and so, only because

we talk to ourselves about its being such 

and such and so and so. The passageway 

into the world of shamans opens up after 

the warrior has learned to shut off his 

internal dialogue” [26]. And herein lies the

“secret of magic” [7], [8] – that “To change

our idea of the world is the crux of sorcery …

and stopping the internal dialogue is the 

only way to accomplish it. The rest is 

just pudding” [26]. The import of this is 

that “When a warrior learns to stop the

internal dialogue, everything becomes

possible; the most far-fetched schemes

become attainable” [26]. And we might 

add that “to change and shape the internal

dialogue is the icing on the cake.” We

compare and contrast various “mascirelgic”

[27] approaches to the “crux of sorcery” in

depth in what follows.

The importance of (private) intrapersonal

processes in comparison with (social, public)

interpersonal processes in the development

of self-awareness is that “ … the organisation

of the brains’ higher functions has been

shaped by the social environment in which it

evolved. In this perspective, it can be

suggested that the social world is a necessary

but insufficient condition for the emergence

of self-awareness. For example, our

motivation to communicate with others

might very well be social in origin, but it has

to be mediated by cognitive (linguistic)

processes in order to manifest itself

effectively. By the same token, once initiated

by the social environment, self-awareness

would then need to be taken over and

extended by cognitive processes. Without

these mental operations reproducing what is

taking place in the social world (i.e., if we

were only to have social interactions as a

source of self-information), we could hardly

become self aware outside social situations

… ” [28]. So, in the public, social domain,

“’Negotiated perception’ involves the

interaction of individuals who assign

meaning and understanding to the world

around them. Reality is not created by

negotiated perception; rather it is given

meaning through consensus. That meaning is

verified and revised by a continual process of

testing and retesting. If the meaning

attributed does not match what is known or

found in reality, it is adjusted or replaced”

[17]. This “adjustment or replacing of

meaning” can be seen to extend to the

private, internal domain, where

“‘Intrapersonal perception’ takes a similar

course. Our individual perceptions do not

create reality, but rather give meaning to the

world around us (including to the ‘negotiated

perceptions’ of groups with which we

interact). We act on the basis of how we view

the world, but neither reality nor the

negotiated perceptions within which we live

tolerate all views equally well. Standing in

the path of an on-coming train, regardless of

the meaning attributed to the locomotive,

carries certain verifiable consequences.

Similarly, holding a meaning that differs
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dramatically from that of the surrounding

negotiated perception carries societal

consequences” [17]. Now if we contrast

private and social perception, we can make a

link back to the “voices” heard by the

“normal” person, the schizophrenic and the

saint discussed above. We see that “Our

intrapersonal perception may vary in

minimal or significant ways from the

negotiated perceptions of society because of

our own unique neuronal, sensory, and

perceptual processes, as well as our life-

experiences. Heroes, rebels, and martyrs

often find their intrapersonal perceptions at

odds with the negotiated perceptions of the

societies in which they live. The difference

may be so significant that the individual is

eliminated or the negotiated perception is

radically altered. While some individuals or

groups may develop very similar

perceptions, those perceptions are never

completely shared – some differences are

always present. Negotiated perceptions may

shape and mould our intrapersonal

perceptions, but those intrapersonal

perceptions are ultimately unique. While the

contribution of our society is vast and

fundamental, the individual still distinctly

shapes that contribution” [17]. The

mechanism by which “the individual

distinctly shapes intrapersonal perceptions”

is through “Inner speech [which] can

internally reproduce and extend social and

physical sources of self-awareness. If we did

not have the capacity to talk to ourselves,

selfawareness would only be possible in the

presence of others or when confronted by

physical stimuli. Even then, most perceived

self-information could not be cognitively

processed. One could compare inner speech

to a flashlight used to find one’s way through

a dark room [29]. Without the light one will

still be capable of approximate perception

(and one can use touch to discern furniture

and objects [self-information] in the room);

but perception (self-awareness) will be much

more vivid and precise if one puts the

flashlight on” [28]. The relevance of this

observation, and the application of linguistic-

therapeutic methods to produce “much more

vivid and precise self-awareness,” are a

major topic of discussion below.

A summary of previous scientific research on

the role of “internal dialogue,” “self-talk,” or

“intrapersonal communication” in relation to

self-awareness and the shaping of reality is

presented in Table 1 (paraphrased and

extended from that found in Morin [28]). In

this context we should bear in mind,

however, that “The very subjective nature of

internal dialogue has made it difficult to

measure in any objective protocol. Most of

the measures of internal dialogue have been

extrapolations and after-the-fact, self-

reported explanations. These thought-listing

and ‘thinking out loud’ approaches have

attempted to capture internal dialogue, after

the fact, through secondary analysis. By that

time, the person reporting earlier thoughts is

already having second and third thoughts or

internal dialogues, complicating the

assessment process. Research on assessing

internal dialogue and self statements in

socially phobic or anxious clients is

becoming more important in both clinical

and research settings” [21]. Pedersen [21]

has summarised the current status of research

on self-talk, and this is given chronologically

as follows. First, Fuqua, Johnson, Anderson,

and Newman [65] “ … point out that human

cognition is a complex and elusive target for

scientific assessment but that the increased

tendency to test the role of cognition in

counseling and training shows promise for

the future” [21]. Next, we find that Ickes [66]

“… has studied attributional styles and

covert verbalisations of self-talk by

depressed patients to suggest they have a

tendency to interpret situations as evidence

of their inadequacy, even when that response

might be inappropriate. By magnifying their

failures and minimising favorable outcomes

in their self-appraisals and by making

unfavorable social comparisons, they

contribute to feelings of inferiority” [21].

Zastrow [67] “ … asserts that emotions and

actions are caused by what persons tell

themselves about events through self-talk

rather than what really happens. By changing



the self-talk we can change feelings and

actions. Zastrow suggests that positive

change through changing self-talk accounts

for the effectiveness of client-centered,

behavior therapy and psychoanalysis

therapies” [21]. Phillips [68] “ … has 

also studied ‘inner voices’ as patterns of

internal conversation in narrative form 

as it influences self concept” [21]. Siegrist

[69] reviews the literature on inner speech 

as a cognitive process to mediate self-

consciousness and thus inhibit self-deception

[21]. Ledermann [70] “ … describes this as

internal muzak, as it influences intrapersonal

relationships. What we say to ourselves

clearly shapes our behavior in very specific

ways” [21].

In his seminal work on the nature and purpose

of internal dialogue, Morin states that “The

hypothesis of the existence of a relation

between language and self-awareness 

(and/or self-consciousness) is not new. A

great number of philosophers, social

psychologists, cognitive psychologists and

neuropsychologists – just to mention these

disciplines – make allusion to this

hypothesis” [19]. He postulates that the link

between internal dialogue and self-awareness

is that “ ... self-talk creates a redundancy of

self-information within the self, and with it a

distance between self-information and the

individual (the self); this distance renders

self-awareness possible” [19]. Further to this

Morin [71] “ … suggests that two social

mechanisms leading to self-awareness can be

reproduced by self-talk. First, engaging in

dialogues with oneself and fictitious persons

permits the internalisation of others'

perspectives, and addressing comments to

oneself about oneself as others might do leads

to the acquisition of self-information.

Secondly, self observation is possible only

when there is a distance between the

individual and any potentially observable self

aspect as through self-talk, which conveys

self information through words in a

continuous communication loop” [21]. Morin

[19] then goes on to investigate “ … the

characteristics of an effective internal

dialogue for the mediation of self-awareness

as a problem-solving task. Self-talk served to

focus attention on the task, foster constant

self-evaluation, and taking the perspective of

others” [21]. If we agree with Morin that “ ...

the self can be conceived as a question to be

solved (‘Who am I? What characterises

me?’), where the unknown result is self-

knowledge, and self-information, some data

from which a result can be found. (More

simply and in so far as an acquisition of

information – the process of learning –

represents a problem, it could also be

suggested that an acquisition of self-

information [through self-observation, self-

awareness] is a problem as well.)” [19] – then

“ … the process of acquiring self-information

can be seen as a problem-solving task ... [and]

self-talk can facilitate this process (as it does

or any other problem) by promoting a precise

formulation and approach to the problem, by

adequately focusing attention on the task, and

through constant self-evaluation … taking

others’ perspective through self-talk,

possessing a rich vocabulary about oneself,

and paying attention to the content of one’s

self-talk are believed to be important in this

respect” [19]. We could alternatively phrase

this by saying that “ … another way to

understand the role of inner speech in the

acquisition of self-information consists of

conceiving the process of self-observation as

being a problem-solving process, and self-

talk as being a cognitive tool the individual

uses to reach a ‘solution’ to this ‘problem.’ In

other words, attempts made by the individual

to understand himself or herself (Self-

awareness), to acquire self-information, can

be seen as a problem-solving task” [19].

Kendall and Hollon [72] postulate a variety of

mechanisms for this problem-solving [19]:

1. Precise definition and refinement of the

problem is done through self-talk, using

language such as “Right, what's the

problem? What is it that I need to do?”

2. Effective approaches to solving the

problem are sought through language

such as “Now, what are the ways to solve

this problem?”
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3. Focus on important aspects of the

problem, and elimination of less

important features is gained using

language such as “No, I won't concentrate

on that; it's not important. I must focus on

that instead.”

4. One can utilise evaluative self-statements

either: to praise or reward oneself on

finding a full or partial positive outcome

(“Yes, that's right!”); or, to reappraise and

reconfigure one's strategies in the event of

negative outcomes (“OK, that doesn't

work but I'll give it another go and work

more slowly this time”).

Shedletsky is particularly interested in

human meaning-making and the shaping of

reality, and notes the importance of

considering the cognitive operations

involved in communication. He comments

that “One great benefit … is that it leads us

to look more closely at meaning and

meaning-making, rather than at information

transmission. I am proposing that the

process of acquiring knowledge of is not

communication, but the process of acquiring

knowledge about is. In other words,

communication is located in the cognitive

domain precisely where the cognitive

processes underlying knowledge about

occur. We may communicate about our

knowledge of, but we do not communicate

our knowledge of itself” [20] (italics added).

So, in terms of the role of intrapersonal

communication in “self-meaning and self-

meaning-making” – in “acquiring

knowledge about the self” – we can agree

with Morin that “People understand

themselves better when they talk to others

about themselves and get reactions and

advice about their behaviors, emotions,

thought processes, goals, etc. Similarly,

people acquire enhanced self-knowledge

when they talk to themselves about

themselves. By extension, we develop a

more sophisticated self-concept when we

frequently engage in self-talk” [28]. We

must bear in mind that “The naming of states

– and language-based conceptualisations of

states – play a key role [in self-awareness]

… through a process of labelling,

categorising, and engaging in language-

based modes of representation [internal

dialogue], a person not only represents

internal states and experiences (sentience)

but acquires the capacity to reflect on them

… Reflections can be communicated and

discussed with self in inner dialogues as well

as with others … Without language [internal

monitoring remains] relatively primitive,

vague, unelaborated” [73]. A related aspect

of intrapersonal communication is that “One

can propose that verbally describing the

physical self, as opposed to simply seeing

the self in a mirror, on video, or on a

photograph, allows for a better perception of

the information and integration of it into 

the self-concept” [28]. However, there is a

downside to the use of a dialogue since "It is

true that inner speech is not very good at

capturing non-verbal, pictural information

like colors and shapes … imagery is

probably better suited to deal with that type

of data, as opposed to more conceptual

material, which would be more easily

grasped by inner speech. This limit of inner

speech has been coined ‘verbal

overshadowing’ and means that people tend

to lose or distort information that is

inherently difficult to put in words when

using language. For example, participants

who are asked to view and verbally describe

a photograph of a face will show poorer

recognition than participants who engaged

in unrelated verbal activity” [28].

From a physiological perspective, it is

conjectured that of particular importance in

the generation and maintenance of self-

awareness are the prefrontal lobes (the

neurological dimension) and inner speech (the

cognitive dimension) [28]. More specifically

we find that “New brain imaging techniques

have significantly increased our knowledge of

the neural correlates of consciousness.

Although structures within the reticular

formation have been linked to levels of

wakefulness for quite some time now, more

recent proposals are being put forward

concerning the exact nature and location of
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neural processes associated with various states

of consciousness: 40 Hz oscillations in the

cortex, intralaminar nuclei in the thalamus,

reciprocal signaling in thalamocortical

systems, certain neurochemical levels of

activation, and much more … A recent

hypothesis suggests that (visual)

consciousness (in primates) would be the

result of activity of single neurons or small

groups of neurons, i.e., shifting coalitions of

neurons … “ [28]. In fact “That diverse brain

areas would participate in consciousness can

of course be explained by the fact that

different types of consciousness are possible”

[28] and moreover we find that “ … we are

dealing here with a multidimensional, very

complex form of mental activity made up of

many different yet interrelated sub-abilities.

Each is probably associated with the

activation of specific left and right prefrontal

areas. Furthermore, reciprocal connections

between the prefrontal lobes and other cortical

and subcortical structures should be taken into

consideration … Obviously, additional studies

using more comparable tasks, imaging

techniques and participants need to be

conducted” [28]. Even if we adopt a biological

reductionist point of view, however, we must

still be at pains to remember the “self-evident

yet important point” [28] that “ … the

prefrontal lobes do not ‘create’ or ‘generate’

selfawareness; instead, they sustain it. At the

risk of using a potentially problematic

analogy, one might say that the ‘hardware’

(prefrontal cortex) is required for self-

awareness to take place, but a ‘software’

(more psychological mechanisms, i.e.,

imagery and inner speech, as well as the

content of self-reflection) is also necessary”

[28]. The next article in this series explores the

importance of these ideas in developing a

theory for “Linguisticalising the Therapon”

[5] – for applying language therapeutically

with the aid of hypnosis.

Dr Patrick Jemmer

Table 1

The Relation between Self-awareness and Inner Dialogue

Source Date Ref Central idea

Saint-Paul 1927 [30] Human language affords a “mirror” function through

which one intelligence “reacts” with another

intelligence, giving rise to self-consciousness.

Wallon 1931 [31] Self-consciousness is crucially dependent on imagery

and metaphor in human language.

Mead 1934 [32] In early development internal dialogue provides

infants with a commentary on their own actions and

a sense of existence as  independent agents.

Sokolov 1972 [15] Human consciousness and psychic awareness are

crucially and universally dependent on internal

dialogue.  

Dewitt 1975 [33] The distinction between self-consciousness and  total

lack of self-consciousness is enabled by the

possession of language.

Brown 1976 [34] Language extends the primal, indescribable world-

self distinction into a conscious, describable self-

world separation. with the self as object. Language

further enables self-self part differentiation, enabling

self-consciousness.
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Source Date Ref Central idea

Popper and Eccles 1977 [35] Language and self-consciousness are fundamentally

interrelated in a manner which is not understood.

Dimond 1980 [36] Inner monologue dominates normal mentation and

llinguistic productivity is the mechanism for

generation of self.

Berger and Schuch 1981 [37] Linguistic processes have crucially effected the

development of the foundational requirements of

self-consciousness by the end of an infant's first year.

Kaufman and 

Raphael 1984 [38] Inner dialogue mediates relation with one's self.

Gazzaniga 1985 [39] Self-awareness as behaviour-explanation is

controlled by a verbal cognitive subsystem of the

left-hemisphere, called the “interpreter.”

Jaynes 1986 [40] Self-consciousness as self-knowledge depends on an

“Analogue-I” which narrates, reminisces, or recalls

episodic memories of  “who” and “what,” through

inner speech in a “mind-space.”

Gillett 1987 [41] Full consciousness, and full self-consciousness, are

dependent on “propositional attitudes” of language

and inner dialogue.

Nurius and Majerus 1988 [42] Self-talk allows a “rethinking” of the self.

Dennett 1991 [43] Narration of an inner autobiography gravitates towards

a story which is that of the “self.”

Miller 1991 [36] The individual's daily behaviours and experiences give

rise to an active emotion-perception gestalt. Inner

speech (a “left-hemisphere verbal autoarticulatory

capacity”) functions to interpret this gestalt, to

appraise feedback between inner and outer worlds, and

so to motivate further behaviour. The activities allow

accumulation of self-knowledge, and construction of

self-identity.

Flanagan 1992 [44] Temporarily prolonged soliloquy is essential for self-

consciousness.

Carruthers 1996 [45] The imagined spoken or heard sentences of inner

speech in natural  language dominate human “stream

of consciousness.”

Weiskrantz 1997 [46] People suffering from self-awareness disorders are

unable to “comment” to themselves about these

problems through internal speech.
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Source Date Ref Central idea

Simonov 1999 [47] Self-consciousness is produced communicatively

through meaningful internal self-dialogue.

Briscoe 2002 [48] Self-talk through inner speech (rather than language

in and of itself) is essential for “higher states of

consciousness.”

Morin 2003 [49] Self-awareness is extended by cognitive processes

after initiation by social interactions, which are

necessary but insufficient for this. Inner speech is

fundamental to self-awareness, and language allows

verbal labelling of different self-dimensions and

extraction and clarification of abstract self-

information.

Morin 2004 [50] Self-awareness is mainly mediated by the prefrontal

lobes and can be modelled on the basis of 3 sources of

self-inforrnation: the social environment; contacts with

objects and structures in the physical environment;

bodily awareness through proprioception, and self-

reflection using imagery and inner speech.

Morin 2005 [51] Inner speech is postulated to play a key-role in self-

awareness, by internally reproducing and expanding

social and physical (ecological) sources of such

awareness. It also aids self-observation, and acts as a

problem-solving device (where “self” is the problem,

and “self-information” the solution); and provides

objective labels for otherwise evasive elements of an

individual’s inner life.

Schneider et al. 2005 [52] [53] Dysfunctional self-consciousness mediates a negative

relationship between self-talk and self-knowledge;

functional self-consciousness suppresses this.

Morin 2006 [54] Many recent investigations show novel important

relationships between language and, for example:

time-perception of self and complexity of self-

representations; frequency of self-focus; amount of

self-related information; accuracy of self-knowledge;

and consciousness in relation to mirror self-

recognition.

Clowes 2007 [55] Inner speech is crucial in self-regulation of conscious

experience, in attention-control, and in external

activity-structuring.
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Source Date Ref Central idea

Morin and 

Michaud 2007 [56] Substantial evidence supports the view of a relative

involvement of inner speech (as measured by left

inferior frontal gyms activity) in self-reflective

processes. This activity is more prevalent during

conceptual tasks (for example, emotions, traits) than

during perceptual tasks (for example, agency, self-

recognition). 

Oatley 2007 [57] Distinct, reflexive “narrative consciousness” as focus

of agency and experience has developed gradually

through evolution, acculturation, and individuation.

This enhances planning, problem-solving, and

emotional processing.

Walla et al. 2007 [58] Language stimulates differential brain functions

involved in processing neurophysiological correlates

of self and non-self.

Lee et al. 2007 [59] Stream-of-consciousness personality traits are

universally correlated with language usage.

Zlatev 2008 [60] Language is meaningful only through connotations

arising from self-experience and self-consciousness.

Itkonen 2008 [61] In linguistic terms, there are 3 distinguishable “acts

of consciousness” – observation, introspection and

intuition. Intuition, based on intersubjectively

binding social norms, is the most fundamental;

empathy, is vicarious introspection; and intuition is

conventionalised empathy.

Bertau 2008 [62] The internalised “voices” of meaningful, embodied

dialogic partners, enables the emergence of complex

inner experiences, and of self- and other-

consciousness.

Hatzigeorgiadis 

et al. 2009 [63] Self-talk increases self-confidence, reduces cognitive

anxiety, and enhances sports performance.

Brinthaupt et al. 2009 [64] Self-talk is important in day-to-day behaviour and

self-regulation, in facilitating social assessment, self-

criticism, self-reinforcement, and self-management.
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Amidst primordial chaos Gair

Tore forth from everlasting flame

The consonants of vacuúm – 

And hovering over Dwr Mawr Llwyd

Cloaked with incorporeal pain

Soul-rendered genesis and doom. 

Vis verborum, voces magicae:

Words pierce the heart, they make us cry;

Or laugh and blush as is their wont –

Mere puffs of air, so insignificant,

Replete with meaning, awesome sonic power

Frame human life – they make us who we are!

Abstract:

This article presents evidence which shows that the content of self-talk is influenced by

an individual’s internal locus of control regardless of the demands of the external

situation, and that the prevalent outcomes all tend to be negative and thus lead to self-

concepts which are restricting, disabling and unempowering. Thus the impact of self-

talk is such that if it occurs at pivotal moments it can be life changing. We realise that

healthcare professionals are beginning to take seriously mind-body interrelationships in

their treatment of patients, and that “emotional freedom” can be a reality. We then go

on to address the negative results of inner chatter, and to describe simple yet powerful

linguistic-therapeutic tools for countering negative effects by supplying a means of

“meta-cognition.” This leads to a discussion of the “Therapon” or gestalt of therapeutic

techniques arising from the positive (un)conscious utilisation of “intrapersonal

communication,” imaging, and visualisation. By use of these techniques, patients can

gain insightful self-knowledge, both abstract and conceptual. This allows them to label

self-aspects verbally, and to name self-dimensions relating to attitudes, beliefs, goals,

emotions, sensations, and values, for example, thus making them more accessible,

easily addressed, and amenable to change.

Keywords:

Emotional freedom, Locus of control, Meta-cognition, Mind-body relationship, Neuro-

linguistic Programming, NLP, Psycho(a)logical Semiosis, Sef-talk, Self-knowledge. 



This article continues the discussions regarding

the “Spells” of Psycho-chaotic Sorcery, that is,

the gestalt of therapeutic techniques arising

from the utilisation of “Intrapersonal

Communication” which has previously been

described as the “Hidden Language” [1]. Now,

in terms of the “psychological software” for

self-awareness, internal dialogue is immensely

important. The mechanism of this is that part of

the filtering process which takes place in the

transfer of information from the external world

to the internal or psychic world via the sensory

channels, renders the information in the form of

language, and this leads to the establishing of a

“self-talk” [2], [3]. Indeed the sensory filtering

is critical to functioning since “A subject

completely immersed in experience would not

be conscious of it. It is a platitude that we are

indeed unconscious of most of the background

noises, pressures, luminosities, odors, and

visceral sensations that impinge upon us at any

given moment. We are unaware of them not

because they are remote but because they are

too near. There is no distance between us and

them.... a person can be conscious of something

only if a wedge has been inserted between him

and it.... In complete immersion in experience

there is no sense of ownership” [4]. Moreover

“Our intrapersonal perception begins with our

sensory contact with the real world. Our visual,

aural, olfactory, oral, and tactile encounters

with reality stimulate intrapersonal sense-

making. Reality is ‘out there,’ igniting our

intrapersonal processes. Our sensory contact

with reality and with those who live in it creates

meaning for us, but our meaning does not

create reality. Those things to which we have

not yet assigned meaning still exist in the

world; it is not our sense-making that brings

them into being” [5]. Thus we constantly

engage in a continuous, real-time “internal

dialogue,” monitoring, maintaining, evaluating,

commenting on, and adjusting, all of our

experience. Given these pivotal roles in “self-

reality-creation,” it is characterised as being

monopolistic in that it drowns out the conscious

processing of data from any other sources.

The content of self-talk is influenced by an

individual’s internal locus of control regardless

of the demands of the external situation – and

since it flows partly from personal truth it tends

to be loudest when it is least needed and it is thus

possible to get lost in a torrent of frantic self-talk.

Some problems arising from (a surfeit of)

(contextually inappropriate) internal dialogue

are that – “Reading speed is doubled if you don’t

internally verbalise the words you are reading. –

You are able to reach a place of Flow much

easier and your Flow states are extended (one of

the most common interrupter of flow states is

Internal Dialogue) – It is often a common cause

of insomnia. – It impairs your learning by

distracting you from the learning environment

and by stuffing whatever the current topic is into

what you already know (This is not what I

consider learning). – It often increases the stress

you experience. – It serves as a powerful de-

motivator. How many times have you talked

yourself out of something?” [6]. Moreover

internal dialogue causes physiological changes

which can affect health both positively and

negatively since “According to psychologist Dr

Shad Helmstetter, this self-talk both reflects and

creates our emotional states so that when the

self-talk is negative we become more stressed,

less confident, and more concerned with what

other people think. The problem is that we tend

to believe our self-talk is real and objective, 

and are not always aware that it comes from a

feeling or belief we have” [7]. Various facets of

self-talk-mediated intrapersonal communication

processes of the type just described are itemised

below.  The important general point to note from

these investigations is that the outcomes of the

processes all tend to be negative and thus lead to

self-concepts which are restricting, disabling and

unempowering. The impact of self-talk is such

that if it occurs at pivotal moments it can be

lifechanging; and in its negative manifestation

we can safely say that “You can end up being

your own worst enemy” [3]. The remainder of

this article addresses this negativity and

describes simple yet powerful linguistic-

therapeutic tools for countering these effects.

Negative intrapersonal communication can

be categorised into several types: 

1. We could exemplify the first type of negative

internal communication process by saying
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that “One way to look at self-talk is as the

expression of what we believe is true about a

situation. Take the example of two people –

one afraid of flying, the other not. Both are in

an airplane that is encountering moderate

turbulence. The fearful one's self-talk is, ‘This

is very unsafe. We could crash. I'm terrified.’

The other passenger, whose self-talk may be

something like, ‘I think I need to go to the

bathroom and will do so when the ride

smoothes out,’ is calmly reading the paper.

Two people, experiencing the same stimuli,

are having completely different responses

because their beliefs about the circumstances

they are experiencing are completely

different” [7]. Various mechanisms are

involved in “reflecting and creating our

emotional states” and thus in the generation

and maintenance of our languaged self-

concept. McGonicle [8] suggests a

classification of negative thinking as being “

… ‘awfulistic’ (everything is catastrophic),

‘absolutistic’ (using ‘must,’ ‘always,’

‘never’), or should-have self-talk (‘I 'should

have' done this’) … Other elements include:

all-or-nothing thinking; discounting the

positive; emotional reasoning; and

personalisation and blame” [9]. These

mechanisms are discussed in detail below,

and in the remainder of the article, therapeutic

methods for “replacing these thoughts with

something more constructive” are addressed.

(a) When self-talk tends to turn minor

annoyances into much worse scenarios

(the so-called “mountains out of

molehills” mentality) we can be described

as “awfulising” the situation. This internal

dialogue pattern is characterised by the

use of the words “awful,” “horrible” or

“terrible” and tends to disregard the

positive or neutral aspects of a situation

whilst unduly emphasising the negative.

The awfulised language leads to cognate

beliefs, which in turn generate

inappropriate feelings. This emphasis is

generally unfounded and with appropriate

introspection experiences can be

reclassified as “difficult,” “a hassle,”

“inconvenient,” or “tough,” for example. 

(b) When, rarely, we anticipate danger,

difficulty, or the worst possible outcome,

we could be said to be “catastrophising”

– and, as Mark Twain said, “I am an old

man and have known a great many

troubles, but most of them never

happened” [10]. We might ask “What

does your self-talk scream at you when

you are awakened by a phone call in the

middle of the night? Usually it's

something like ‘There's been an

accident.’ In reality, the most common

cause of a phone ringing in the middle of

the night is.... that's right... a wrong

number! Yet, few of us wake up shouting,

‘Wrong number!!!!’ [7]. In this way an

imagined catastrophe leads to thoughts

which affect our emotions and

physiology; these then activate the

emergency systems normally employed

in generating the fight-or-flight response

to a genuine threat; and thus the

imagination gives rise to increased stress.

(c) “Overgeneralising” occurs when we

take the experience from one instance

and apply it as if it were generally true to

all similar instances. This is the means

by which stereotypes are formed and

can be countered by dealing only with

the immediate instance. So for example,

“Phrases such as ‘They all do that,’ ‘It

always happens like that to me,’ and ‘I

can't catch a break’ are examples of

overgeneralising. Markers of over-

generalised thinking are words such as

‘always,’ ‘never,’ and ‘every time’" [7]. 

(d) We engage in “polarised thinking” when

we “go to extremes,” or think in terms

of binary oppositions – such as “all /

nothing … good / bad … right / wrong

… black / white … friend / foe.” The

challenge to such thinking is to realise

that the members of the contrasted pair

are seldom truly opposed.

(e) If we motivate ourselves with

perfectionist images which downgrade

present experience by highlighting

judgment of the past or projection into the



future, we might be described as engaging

in “shoulding” – utilising modal language

to goad us not towards achievable realities

but rather towards fantasies of what

“should” be. According to Perls [11]

“When the individual attempts to live

according to preconceived ideas of what

the world ‘should’ be like, he brackets off

his own feelings and needs. The result …

is the blocking-off of his potential and the

distortion of his perspective”. 

We could summarise by saying that “The

voice in the back of your mind that chatters

away about useless and random things

throughout the day is known as the internal

dialogue. It says things like ‘I'm hungry;

wow that person is attractive; ouch my back

hurts; maybe I should go to the store later on;

I wonder what my friend is doing right now’

etc. Such mental chattering to oneself is

really a huge waste of energy and only serves

to maintain one's focus on the physical realm

and everyday life. That is what the internal

dialogue is and does. Most people don't

bother to take the time to discipline their

minds enough to keep it from rambling on in

a random manner” [12]. The problem, of

course, is that “If you are constantly sending

yourself false negative messages about

yourself, then you will continue to perpetuate

a negative outlook on reality while believing

your own erroneous thoughts” [12].

2. The human mental faculty of categorising or

labelling by classes, functions, groups,

subgroups and so on is applied to people and

even to the concept of self. The categories

used then frame perception, and without an

appropriate context we can become trapped

in these categories – such as “I’m a loser” or

“I’m a winner.” In a social context these

categories can be internalised and accepted

and thus lead to changes in the core aspects

of personality which define our day-to-day

roles, and we can thus end up “living the

label.” This role-fixation is so crucial that it

is considered one of the biggest factors in

holding back personal growth and

development [3]. 

3. Deeply programmed sequences of beliefs

can act as behavioural “tapes” which are

executed automatically, on being exposed

to certain contextual stimuli. They are

characterised as being long-held, out-of-

awareness, and over-learned. They totally

ignore current input and subconsciously

pre-specify particular outcomes. By

looking back to the past, applying this past

perspective to judge the present, and then

utilising this judgment to predict the future,

tapes encode programs which tend to 

be self-defeating [3]. These negative

messages become embedded in the

subconscious as follows – “A person might

think to himself ‘I'm lonely.’ Or, ‘I'm

worthless.’ Then, his undisciplined internal

dialogue will pick up on this false message

about himself if it is repeated often enough

or on that person's mind, and eventually it

will become a regular part of a mental tape-

loop constantly repeating the message. The

person then hears or feels these negative

messages about him / herself and then

forgets that he is the person who put them

there in the first place! Because the

individual doesn't remember how those

messages got in there, he will now start to

believe those negative messages about

himself as though they are true” [12].

Another example would be “I never win,

so I can’t win that promotion either” [3].

4. Our overall understanding of our place in the

world, and potential for development from

this position, is framed by fixed or limiting

beliefs about ourselves, others, and

circumstances. These are “programmed” into

the subconscious by repetition and are

characterised as being vocalised with

“should” or “must,” by defining our

perceived roles, and by being rigid, hard to

modify and unchanging. Unfortunately, these

self-conceptualisations have a tendency to

become fixed in a distorted worldview which

is self-critical and negative [3]. In this way a

deleterious cycle is set up, since our self-

perceptions cause us to choose particular

behaviours with which we respond to the

world; these responses in turn engender
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internal reactions which themselves frame the

internal factors that generate self-perception.

These beliefs block us in setting aims or

achieving goals by wrongly favouring

negative information (which confirms them)

at the expense of positive information (which

conflicts with them) [3]. There is thus a

constant tension between perceptions of self

as “competent / special” and “incompetent /

worthless,” for example [3].

Let us now summarise the clinical research

which aims to evaluate the nature (“positive”

or “negative”), and prevalence of internal

dialogue. We find that “In a survey of a

‘normal’ population, 80% of 330 respondents

reported that they experienced ‘self-

agreements’, and 44% explicitly described a

process of ‘internal dialogue’, in relation to

issues such as smoking, weight-loss, drinking

and studying. The dialogue appeared to take

place between different ‘parts’ of the self with

different or opposite orientations – for example

a rational part with an emotional part, or a

goal-oriented part with a hedonistic part” [13].

Goldstein and Kenen’s clinical study of self-

talk [13] found that “Age and the subject of

agreement were found to be linked to the

process of ‘internal dialogue’, while the

connection between the process and sex,

religion, educational level, and commitment to

the agreement was not found to be statistically

significant … younger people are more likely

to use an ‘internal dialogue’ process … A

possible explanation is that younger adults are

more receptive to self-exploration through

meditation, encounter groups, or other holistic

health practices which may encourage

‘internal dialogue’” [13]. Examples of internal

dialogue from this study are – “I usually talk to

myself (mentally) thus: – I could go for a hot

fudge sundae. – Come on, don’t fool yourself

… you don’t need it! – But I really want it. –

So you eat it and gain a couple of pounds – is

it worth it? – I guess not. – If you don’t eat it

you might stick to that diet you’ve been

promising. And if you lose some weight, you

could buy new clothes” [13]. Another example

is: “I asked myself what should I do about the

impossible situation to make it correct. Should

I just get upset, or should I just quit and start

over again. I decided to work it out and keep

my head” [13]. Other cases where the dialogue

is less explicit are [13]: “Something just snaps

and I promise myself ‘never again’” – “I just

decided that it would be much better in the

long run” – “The process I went through was

hard as I had to choose one or the other.

Although I love her very much, I was addicted

to alcohol” [13]. Some specific clinical

examples reported in the context of slimming,

and of drinking and smoking cessation are: “I

said to myself, ‘Listen, self, you’re a cool guy

but you’re too fat, so knock off the shitty food

and excessive drinking and start jogging.’ I

knew if I could do this I would feel better about

myself and get laid easier” [13] – “I often

make deals with myself to stop smoking. I told

myself smoking was stupid and harmful to

myself and set a bad example” [13] – “I made

an agreement with myself to quit smoking. It’s

something that I never wanted to do because I

enjoyed it, but because of my health, I thought

I should” [13] – “If I can stop drinking rum and

Tab for a week, I’ll buy a sweater” [13]. Self-

talk can also be used for resolving personal

conflicts or making bargains within oneself,

for example: “to force myself to do things that

I need to do but I may not want to do” [13] –

“I believe that bargains are a way of testing the

waters so that the individual has an idea of how

successful he or she will be in a certain

endeavour” [13]. Goldstein and Kenen

comment that “ … although the proportion of

individuals reporting ‘self-agreements’ is so

high, a number remarked that they were

unaware that others engaged in ‘internal

dialogues’and were worried that they might be

thought peculiar should they reveal their own”

[13]. From this point of view, we can conclude

with Morin that “ … the notion of a link

between self-talk and self-awareness is

logically plausible. By definition, one can state

with confidence that if one is talking to oneself

about oneself one is focusing attention on the

self – one is self-aware … That is, if a person

utters ‘I feel happy’, this person is the object of

his or her own attention and is actively

identifying information about the self – the

very definition of self-awareness” [14]. This



does, however, indicate the need for further

research since “The establishment of this

logical plausibility would gain more strength if

one could show that it is possible to substitute

typical self-awareness expressions found in the

literature for self-verbalisations. If such a

conversion was very difficult or impossible to

accomplish, the logical plausibility of the

hypothesis would be questionable” [14].

If we turn now to the psycho-biological

ramifications of self-talk then we find that the

function of this form of intrapersonal

communication (IAPC) is to “coordinate other

connective sensory and motor functions within

the brain – to integrate and link the individual to

the social order – to regulate human behavior

through spoken language – to provide for

human mentation as reflected in mental

processes and activities” [9], [15]. We note

further that “IAPC, as well as the internal

thoughts and language associated with it, serve

as another ‘control’system in the body, on much

the same level as the body's other systems” [9].

By stressing the implication of “ … other parts

of the body including the nervous system,

organs, muscles, hormones, and

neurotransmitters” [9] in intrapersonal

communication, Shedletsky introduces a

psychophysiological or “mind-body”

dimension, and thus “Self-talk is a health

behavior that has potentially far-reaching

effects” [9]. For example, “The use of positive

self-talk has been linked to the reduction of

stress. Less stress, in turn, can effect other

positive health changes. Self-talk, like thoughts,

is not neutral because it triggers behavior in

either a positive or negative direction …

However, negative thinking as the ‘thinking of

choice,’may not be so bad, because it heightens

people's sensitivity to the situation they are

facing. They are likely to think more clearly”

[9]. Weikle reports how “Medical professionals

are beginning to take note of mind-body

interrelationships in their treatment of patients”

[9] and that “The reality of emotional choice –

that people have definite control over their

emotional state – is known in various circles as

self-talk, intrapersonal communication (IAPC),

imaging, and visualisation … Self-talk is part of

IAPC, but the part cannot be equal to the whole”

[9], [16]. Furthermore “Recent cognitive-

behavioral research suggests that functional

groups are characterised by approximately a 1.7

to 1 ratio of positive to negative coping

thoughts, whereas mildly dysfunctional groups

demonstrate equal frequencies of such thoughts.

Furthermore, this research reveals an

asymmetry between positive and negative

coping thoughts, whereby negative thoughts

have greater functional impact and are more

likely to change as a result of therapy” [17]. This

is the reason that “Health psychologists believe

there is a missing link that could account for

why some people are successful at changing

unhealthy behavior patterns – such as eating too

much or the wrong foods, failing to exercise or

letting stress get the better of them – while other

people seem to fail. Words could be that missing

link. What's missing in making a new health

regimen successful could be the individual's

inner brain dialogue, or intrapersonal

communication (IAPC) or, more simply, ‘self

talk’” [18]. Thus in summary, “Self-talk has

been shown, in research by medical and

communication professionals, to have

psychophysiological underpinnings. Thought

patterns generated by self-talk affect health-

states” [9]. Furthermore, “ … what people say

to themselves does affect their ability to combat

and ward off illnesses. Individuals can tap into

the power of their own self-talk by recognising

it for what it is, reducing harmful negativity, and

increasing the number of positive internal

messages” [9]. Indeed “What studies have

shown has been supported by doctors and

patients alike. People can begin to harness the

power in their minds by taking an active role in

deciding what to think, enhancing the positive

messages they send themselves. It also involves

being realistic, identifying the causes for any

negativity, realising it is a signal to act. By doing

so, people can face challenges – health related

or otherwise – with the knowledge they can

succeed if they literally ‘put their minds to

it’”[9]. The upshot of this is that “The

development of positive personal speech

requires that people take active roles in shaping

events in their lives, not to let life just ‘happen’

to them. Keeping a journal, using your name as
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you talk to yourself, and releasing pent-up

feelings are some of the ways Levine

recommends becoming aware of and

constructively using thoughts” [9]. 

Aside from the biological and emotional effects

of different modalities of intrapersonal

communication, there are also wider

implications, since “the interpersonal communi-

cation acts of an individual are reflexive to the

extent their appearance and consequences re-

enter the individual to become additional

‘realities’” [19] and thus “The processes of

interpersonal communication and intrapersonal

communication are inextricably linked, with

each affecting and impacting on the other. How

people interact with others will affect how they

see themselves, and likewise, how they see

themselves will impact how they interact with

others” [20]. A good example of this is seen in

gender differentiation in self-talk. It is well-

known that there are significant differences

between male and female inter- and intra-

personal communication styles, with causes that

“ … range from differences in the physiological

makeup of the brain of females and males to

differences in how females and males are taught

in early childhood” [20] – we might posit that

experience "is filtered through often un-

conscious beliefs about ‘correct’ roles for men

and women” [20]. The knock-on effect of this is

that “By fostering an educational system that

teaches boys and girls to communicate

differently, we are teaching them to see

themselves as different from each other,

imparting an artificial differentiation that can

only provide for misunderstandings between the

sexes … This raises two issues of import; first

creating awareness of the differing treatment of

boys and girls concerning acceptable communi-

cation behaviors, and secondly, fostering

awareness of the different ways that men and

women communicate intrapersonally” [20]. In

terms of addressing this disparity then

“Awareness of the differing treatment of girls

and boys may help to decrease it and result in

more equal and improved communication

between the sexes. As boys and girls are taught

to communicate differently and to value

different communication behaviors, they come

to communicate differently intrapersonally. It is

a logical extension to argue that if men and

women tend to communicate differently

interpersonally, then they will also tend to

communicate differently intrapersonally” [20]. 

Let us turn now to the linguistic form of the self-

talk. Morin comments here that “ … an internal

dialogue mediating poor or inaccurate self-

information is usually made up of as many

words as an effective one. In other words, an

internal dialogue can be highly verbose and yet

unproductive in the way of acquiring self-

information. The same observation can be made

about the frequency of self-talk … Here again,

the following proposition: the content of self-

talk is of cardinal importance” [21]. The

conclusion of this is that “ ... it is not how much

one self-talks, but the quality of the self-talk that

counts” [22]. Expanding on this, we see that “It

happens to all of us to talk to ourselves and to

keep a rather diffuse recollection of the content

of our internal conversation. However, in other

circumstances, we will consciously talk to

ourselves and pay enough attention to our

internal dialogue so that we will subsequently

be able to remember in much detail the steps of

our reasoning. It is on these occasions that we

sometimes take important decisions or draw no

less important conclusions about our behaviour.

These decisions or conclusions will leave

permanent traces in our mind. In order for

information extracted from this process to

persist in our memory, it thus seems necessary

to pay attention to what we say to ourselves. It

seems that a form of metacognition applied to

self-talk could promote the acquisition of self-

information” [21]. The realisation that “ …

language allows to verbally label self-aspects [is

highly relevant]. This would greatly facilitate

the identification of self-information, especially

more abstract and conceptual material … A

weak version of this idea states that talking to

oneself and naming selfdimensions makes these

more salient and visible. Without language,

emotional responses, physiological sensations,

values, attitudes, goals, etc. would still be

perceptible but more ‘diffuse’ or ‘out of focus.’

In other words, one could be aware of feeling

hungry without having to say to oneself ‘I am

hungry’, but one would perceive hunger more

acutely (and possibly more intensely) if one
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would talk to oneself about this physiological

sensation. A stronger account proposes that one

could simply not be aware of some self-aspects

without naming them. Indeed, how could one

realise that one is holding anti-semitic opinions

or hedonistic values without having to verbally

label these by saying to oneself ‘I believe in

antisemitism / hedonism?’” [14]. We can return

now to Wittgenstein’s “therapeutic linguistics”

[1] if we realise that “ ... a rather superficial

analysis of one’s subjective experience can be

significantly deepened with the use of a

sophisticated vocabulary; the global analysis of

an emotion … transformed itself into the

identification of a relatively rich emotional

experience by using different adjectives … An

individual can say to himself or herself ‘I’m

pretty!’; but if this person also knows and uses

adjectives such as charming, attractive,

seductive, superb, lovely, etc. when describing

himself or herself, it is clear that this person will

learn more about himself or herself. Hence a

relation between the richness of vocabulary one

uses in self-talk and self-knowledge” [21]. Thus

internal dialogue allows us to “ … differentiate

between subtle self-aspects. One can say to

oneself ‘I feel tired’; but one can also utter ‘I

don’t simply feel tired – I feel sleepy, drowsy

and exhausted,’ in which case one’s subjective

experience will be significantly deepened by the

use of a sophisticated vocabulary about oneself.

One can describe oneself as being ‘intelligent’,

or one can employ adjectives such as ‘quick’,

‘“sharp’, and ‘clever’ to portray oneself; better

self-understanding is likely to be the result” [14].

The next article goes on to investigate this

conjecture further, from viewpoint of various

psychotherapeutic modalities -- Freudian (or

Analytical) therapy or “Depth psychology” –

Humanist approaches – Rational Emotive

Behavioural Therapy and Beck's Cognitive

Therapy – and Cognitive Behavioural

Therapy. By consideration and comparison

of all these modalities we see how we can

distil common features by which we can

learn to “Enchant the Self through Creative

Psycho(a)logical Change.”

Enchanting the Self through Creative Psycho(a)logical Change
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Abstract:

We now move on from our investigations of the mechanisms and magic of internal

dialogue [1], [2] to a study of its usefulness and utilisation in the context of various

psychotherapeutic modalities. We begin with Freudian (or Analytical) therapy or

“Depth psychology” – then consider Humanist approaches – moving on to Rational

Emotive Behavioural Therapy and Beck's Cognitive Therapy – and finish with

Cognitive Behavioural Therapy. By comparison of all these modalities we see how 

we can distil common features by which we can learn to “Enchant the Self through

Creative Psycho(a)logical Change” – and thus achieve a non-zero sum to the “Ego-

sum Endgame.”
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“ego essendi incantator sum”



First, in terms of Freudian (or Analytical)

therapy or “Depth psychology,” we start from

the realisation that “Depth psychology does not

begin with brain psychology or with structure of

language and society, but with images, these

being the basic givens of psychic life: self-

originating, inventive, spontaneous and

complete, organised in archetypes. It is

archetypes, the deepest patterns of our psychic

functioning, that are the roots of our souls

governing our perspective of ourselves and the

world” [3]. The importance of these images is

that “Fundamentally, they are metaphors – God,

life, health, art – which hold worlds together and

which cannot be adequately circumscribed.

Other examples can be found in literature,

scientific thought, rituals and relationships.

Archetypes are emotionally possessive.

Organising whole clusters of events in different

areas of life, ascribing the individual his place in

society, and controlling everything he sees, does

and says, they naturally appear as gods. Plural,

note. Depth psychology is polytheistic because

in every one individual many different

viewpoints are possible, making for a radical

relativism” [3]. The link between depth

psychology with inner dialogue is that “The

Freudian division of the self into ‘id,’ ‘ego’ and

‘super-ego’ indicates at least two levels of the

dialogue, that between the self in the grip of its

immediate necessities and the self in its more

inclusive and coherent organisation; and that

between the self as concerned with itself and the

self in its relations to the community” [4].

Moreover, “The analyses of Freud and of

subsequent ‘depth psychology’ into the inner

tensions of the human psyche have both illumed

and obscured this inner dialogue. They have

illumed it insofar as the analyses proved

conclusively that the old ‘body-mind’

separation was mistaken; and that the inner

organisation of the self is much more intricate

than was supposed’ [4]. Freudian analysis “ ...

also proves that the dialogue can leave many

scars. The therapeutic efficacy of depth

psychology rests largely upon the discovery that

a part of the ‘unconscious element in the ego’ is

but the repressed portions of a preconscious

desire. Freud, in fact, denied the freedom of the

will, partly because be was so preoccupied with

the limiting forces upon the will by neurotic

anxieties, which he attributed to the baleful

effect of repression” [4]. If we concur that

“There is no doubt that the conscious and

preconscious ego subserves the pleasure

principle. It is trying to avoid the pain which

would be aroused by a release of the repressed

material” [5], then we could say that

“Sometimes Freud pictured the task of analysis

to be that of freeing the ‘ego’ from the limits

placed upon it by the ‘id’ and the ‘super-ego’”

[4], or that to paraphrase, Freud says that the

task of psychoanalysis is “ ... to strengthen the

ego, to make it more independent of the super-

ego, to widen its vision and extend its field of

organisation so that it can take over portions of

the id. Where the id is, there the ego shall be” [6].

On the negative side, however, Freudian

psychology “ … has confused the realities of the

internal dialogue in some degree by obscuring

the fact that the self is really both the ‘id’and the

‘super-ego.’ The ‘id’ is defined as a cauldron of

‘seething excitement.’ But it obviously has the

guile of a real self in trying to evade the guard

of the ‘ego’s’ ‘censor.’ Sometimes Freud

pictures the tension between the ‘ego’ and the

‘repressed’ portions of the self. Inasmuch as

neuroses are due to these repressions, it is

important to bring this repressed into the open

consciousness. The tool of emancipation is the

recollection of the experiences in which the

repressions took place. Freud notes that the

resistance to this process of recollection is

offered by the conscious self” [4]. And there is a

more serious objection to the Freudian

approach, on the basis of its understanding of

the presence and role of the “self” since “The

dialogue which the self caries on within itself is

certainly more complex than understood in

classical philosophy. Depth psychology has

uncovered many of these complexities, but it

has no doubt obscured many others because it

failed to grasp that the same self is in the various

personae of the dialogue” [4]. To go further,

“The presence of the self in the dialogue

between the ‘ego’ and the ‘super-ego’ is even

more mistakenly obscured. This is obviously a

debate between the self as engaged and

obligated to its various communities and the self

concerned with its own ends … The ‘super-ego’

is therefore no more than the pressure of society
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upon the ‘ego’; and it does not occur to Freud

that the self has both the power to defy the

community for the sake of its interests and for

the sake of interests more inclusive than those of

a given community” [4]. We can nevertheless

think about utilising Wittgensteinian psycho-

linguistic approaches [1], [2], to bring about

therapeutic change, in the knowledge that “The

work of a psychotherapist is based both on

scientific knowledge and, to a large extent, on

an empathic understanding of the patient's

history as well as his or her verbal and non-

verbal expressions – as a consequence, the

orientation of hermeneutic philosophy and

semiotics should also be included in the

intellectual framework” [7]. In this context,

Keinänen “ … specifies three factors as

cornerstones of the evolution of identity in

psychotherapy: symbolisation, reflectiveness,

and the internal dialogue” [8], and goes on to

discuss the latter in the sense of  “ … the

internalisation of the therapy process during the

recurrent therapy sessions so that the external

dialogue between therapist and patient becomes

the corresponding internal structure of the

patient” [8]. He notes that “This process is one

of the specific curative factors in the

psychotherapeutic treatment of borderline

patients” [8] and “ … illustrates curative

changes occurring in psychoanalytic

psychotherapy by developing the internal

dialogue in the mind. In this way, there is a

development of the patient's capacity to identify

himself and the therapist as separate, sentient,

thinking, and reflecting individuals, who 

have a free internal world of their own. 

The evolution of the internal dialogue takes

place by gradually progressing symbolisation

achieved through a four-step symbolisation-

reflectiveness approach” [8]. Using this method

“The psychodynamics … [show] a shift from

monologue to internal dialogue. The evolved

internal dialogue is a central part of the patient's

budding thinking capacity, which creates a

ground for her subjectivity and autonomy” [8].

We can turn now from Analytical approaches to

those of the Humanist school, where

“Important influences have been Gestalt

psychology, the concepts of Otto Rank,

Wilhelm Reich and existentialism. Prominent

practitioners and exponents of humanistic

psychology include Erich Fromm, Gordon

Allport, Henry Murray, Carl Rogers, Frederick

Perls … and Ira Progoff” [9], [10]. In terms of

developmental progression, humanists hold

that “Children learn of the consequences of

different behaviours from their parents initially,

and later, from teachers, peers, employers and

others. They are encouraged to develop habits,

behaviours, values and attitudes that are in

keeping with that of influential people around

them through the rewards they receive for such

‘desirable’ habits, behaviours, etc” [9], [11],

[12]. Indeed, “Bandura emphasised the

imitative or modelling processes that are

involved in such learning. The adult personality

is a result of the interaction between the current

environment and an individual with innate

biological characteristics who embodies an

accumulation of learning interactions with past

environments. Thus people behave differently

in different settings, their behaviour being

determined by the prevailing reinforcement

conditions” [9], [11], [12]. Central to Humanist

psychology are “The notions of the individual

self, of the uniqueness of the individual person,

and of a process of individualisation are central

to humanist thinking. Most theorists hold the

view that an infant is born with a set of potential

attributes, and that unless a person actualises

themselves to the full, he or she will remain

unfulfilled; moreover, life energy that is 

denied expression may manifest itself in

psychosomatic or mental illnesses” [9], [10].

The desired outcome of humanist therapy is

“self-actualisation” – where “Self-realisation,

personal growth, or simply peace of mind, call

for a greater awareness of polarities. These

‘polarities’include the dichotomies of body and

mind, instinct and reason, self and non-self, the

biological and the cultural, consciousness and

the subconscious, love and aggression” [9]. A

good example of this is that “ ... a person who

over-intellectualises may attempt to deal with

situations by means of rational argument only,

unaware that their feelings and emotional needs

are being ignored. This does not mean that the

answer to such a person’s difficulty is simply to

do what his feelings tell him. Rather than that,

due weight should be given to feelings and

emotions, along with more rational



considerations, for making significant

decisions” [9].

Progoff [13] “ … suggests that if a person’s

potential is not expressed (e.g. latent artistic

gifts that are not expressed in an individual’s

work), it may well ‘live on’, but on a

subconscious level, where it may find

expression in negative forms such as depression

or mental ‘blocks’ if it is not integrated into

some activity of life in a positive way by using

‘internal dialogue’ or other techniques” [9]. In

humanist therapy “By increasing awareness of

the ignored parts of the personality, it allows for

the possibility of integrating the rational need to

change a … behaviour and the emotional need

that was being met through that behaviour” [9].

Moreover, we can reconnect with our

discussions heretofore by realising that “The

concept of ‘internal dialogue’ is based on

humanist psychological models of the human

personality that recognise the importance of

‘subconscious’ processes in a person’s daily

life” [9], [10], [13]. There are in fact some

similarities between Analytic and Humanist

approaches since the latter recognises that

internal dialogue “ ... reflects different aspects of

the self – that act as if in disassociation with one

another … A dialogue may occur between two

conscious parts of the personality – or, more

frequently, between a conscious and a

subconscious part – and may enhance the

integration of polarities within a personality”

[9], [13]. Hermans, for example, “ … conceived

the self as a dynamic multiplicity of different I-

positions in the landscape of the mind. This

perspective assumes selfhood as a highly

dynamic process, since the I is always in a

process of positioning and repositioning

towards actual or potential audiences.

Throughout that process the I is able to move

from one position to a different one, depending

on the exchanges that take place in internal

and/or external dialogues. Assuming a narrative

stance, Hermans … establishes that each I-

position has its own story to tell, each one

functioning as interacting characters in a story,

establishing specific relationships (e.g.

agreement / disagreement). Self becomes a

complex narrative process” [14], [15], [16],

[17]. Humanism thus embraces “The potential

use of the ‘internal dialogue’ process that ...

[seek] to align the various facets of the self with

a variety of … behaviours and the general

enhancement of mental health … “ [9]. In order

to get a handle on the Humanist utilisation of

intrapersonal communication, and the dialogue

between different “internal voices,” let us first

turn to the Grand Narrative explaining

Humankind’s journey to self-realisation in

which “ … Hegel outlines a mythical encounter

between two primeval self-consciousnesses.

This is the famous example of ‘the master and

the slave’. Each self, deeply absorbed in the

business of living, at first confronts the other as

an obstruction to its own possession of the

world and demands recognition by the other.

The result is a life-and-death struggle for

recognition by the other. The self who submits,

rather than face death, becomes the slave. ‘I

have obtained recognition [declares the master],

‘Yes, but not from another self – only from a

being reduced to an object and a means, a slave’

[retorts the slave]. There is no way for the

master, on his own, to escape from his own form

of dependency and alienation. In quaking

respect for the master, the slave is shaken out of

narrow self-identification and self-interest. The

slave is put to work and (slowly) learns self-

respect and comes to see himself reflected in the

work of his hands. [He can now say] ‘I

recognise that the world about me is the world I

have made. It is my world – although we are

both possessed by the master.’Paradoxically the

master remains in a state of dependence while

the slave (slowly) educates himself towards

independence” [18]. We postulate here that in

terms of Humanist Personal Narrative of

individuation, internal dialogue is implicated in

the ongoing master-slave struggle between

different “parts,” within the individual. For

Humanist therapists “ ... clients presenting with

problems are often considered as having

repressed, ignored or not lived certain aspects of

themselves that are responsible for the

symptoms; the solution is then considered to lie

in locating these aspects and in integrating them

by the use of  ‘internal dialogue’ or other

approaches” [9]. 

From a Humanist perspective, “ ... the process

of ‘internal dialogue’ involves, in most cases,
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two separate parts of the personality that have

different views and that operate with some

independence; usually the process represents

the attempted integration of these parts, or an

attempt at dealing with contradictions within

oneself” [9]. In the therapy of such cases

“’Internal dialogue’ appeared to be a process

that helped to resolve contradictions between

external demands and internal needs. It also

served to reduce internal conflicts in cases

where certain aspects of a person’s life

proceeded as though it were out of contact

with another, or where individuals lived in a

‘one-sided’ manner and ignored part of

themselves” [9]. Following on from this, “A

well developed dialogue goes deeper than the

more common attempt at simply weighing up

rationally the pros and cons of each side – that

approach neglects the underlying feelings

associated with the practices that a person is

trying to forgo, and the satisfactions they

offer” [9]. In some cases the therapist deals

with a client who does not report any internal

dialogue, and then “ ... it may be that there are

integrated, repressed or subconscious parts or

contradictions to individuals, or alternatively,

that they are unaware of these parts of

themselves or that they refuse to acknowledge

them, fearing that they may be considered

unacceptable” [9]. Alternatively, “In other

cases where ‘internal dialogue’ is reported but

no evidence of any lack of integration or

internal conflict is given, we would suggest

that either the person uses ‘internal dialogue’

in order to handle demands that have the

potential to cause internal conflict – e.g. where

there is a social demand to perform certain

activities which are personally distasteful to a

person who wishes simultaneously to meet

social requirements and fit in” [9]. 

However, although we might seem to be giving

weight to Humanist therapy as the resolution of

conflicts between polarised internal “parts,”

Humanist practitioners do always bear in mind

that “It may well be that looking for

dichotomies does not place the emphasis in the

right place when it comes to the examination of

human behaviour and to influencing

individuals to change behavioural habits that

they are ambivalent about” [9]. In other words,

that “Attempts at breaking down the

complexity of human behaviour in order to

clarify the understanding of its mechanisms can

be useful at an early stage of inquiry, but it is

more difficult and more important to put

‘Humpty Dumpty’back together again in order

to understand how the segments interact” [9].

Following on from this, Rational Emotive

Behavioural Therapy and Beck's Cognitive

Therapy assume that ‘wrong thinking’

produces a client's disturbing emotions [19] and

Cognitive Behavioural Therapy draws

attention to the ‘scripted’nature behaviour [20].

Ellis’s approach [21] is to enable a client “ …

to challenge the assumptions, beliefs, and self-

talk that lead them to self-defeating behaviors

through identifying self-limiting or self-

defeating internal dialogue” [19]. In terms of

client-centred therapies, “If we assume that our

internal dialogue mediates our understanding

or comprehension of the outside world then the

more similar the client and counselor are the

more likely that each will be able to anticipate

accurately the other's hidden messages through

internal dialogue and the more socio-cultural

differences there are the more difficult it will be

to accurately anticipate what the culturally

different client is thinking but not saying. While

we know part of what the client is thinking is

negative and part is positive, there are

indications that a greater proportion of our

thinking tends to be negative resulting in an

asymmetrical balance” [19]. Moreover, Kelly

[22] “ … describes a positive relationship

between the emotional thoughts that the clients

leave unsaid in therapy and the client's

satisfaction with the therapy experience.

Furthermore, the more therapists are aware of

their client's positive and negative thoughts the

more likely that clients will perceive the

therapist interventions as helpful. These hidden

thoughts or ‘secrets’ that clients leave unsaid

have a profound effect on the therapeutic

process” [19]. It is thus the case that “Even

when clients cannot articulate their own

positive and negative thoughts, they readily

admit to having them. Many of these thoughts

are not rational and coherent self-statements.

They may be less articulate in their emotional

associations that include other forms of

meaning and semantic structure.  It is as though



the client is ‘hearing’ anticounselor and

procounselor voices during the interview” [19].

We should always bear in mind therefore that

“Self-statements influence behavior in the

same way that statements by others do. Clients

in therapy need to monitor their own thinking

and interacting both with others and with

themselves” [19].

If we turn now to psychological pathologies

arising from the lack or misapplication of

internal dialogue, then we find that “Ingram

proposes that a particular kind of self-focused

attention accompanies disorders: an excessive,

sustained and rigid internal attention called ‘self-

absorption’ [23]. The ‘excessive’ dimension

refers to the degree of self-consciousness, the

‘sustained’ dimension, to its duration, and the

‘rigid’ dimension implies an exaggerated

reliance of internal attention across a variety of

situations where it is not appropriate. Hence,

chronic self-focused attention per se is not

dysfunctional; an inability to shift out of this

state in response to situational demands is. And

of course, the content of self-focus is also

important – self-degrading in depression,

disorganised in schizophrenia or fearful and

harmful in anxiety” [24]. It is interesting to note

that “ ... if self-focused attention is related to

clinical disorders, and if these disorders improve

as a function of intervention, the same

intervention methods may work by decreasing

self-focusing. Insofar as inner speech represents

an important mediator of self-consciousness, it

would certainly be interesting to try to reduce

patients’propension to self-talk – or to modify its

content – with the aim of limiting obsessive self-

observation by the same token” [24]. Moreover,

on the other hand, “ … the opposite tendency –

i.e., a propension to very low self-consciousness

– is likely to be associated with other

psychopathologies as well. The absence, or the

lack, of self-observation might have less

spectacular effects than its obsessive counterpart,

but these effects could be more pernicious. It is

generally suggested that self-consciousness

should be reduced when it is too high; but I

would propose that the opposite effect should be

undertaken in cases where self-consciousness is

too low. Surely some psychological disorders yet

to be identified (existential crisis characterised

by a loss of personal identity and long-term

goals, for example) are caused, in part, by a lack

of information on oneself – or, for that matter, a

deliberate tendency to avoid oneself. I would

suggest that in similar cases, the subjects’ self-

talk should be expanded so as to encourage self-

observation” [24].

These ideas can be extended from the field of

the pathological to help in treating neurotic

clients, who might be categorised as lacking a

“rich self-concept.” In such cases “The same

approach could also apply to the development

of a rich self-concept. The therapeutic potential

of such a development becomes more apparent

when one considers ‘possible selves’ – i.e.,

conceptions of oneself in the future. Possible

selves represent ideas of what an individual

might become, would like to be, or is afraid of

becoming [25] [24]. The idea here is that “Since

they represent specific self-representations of

desirable and undesirable states together with

ideas of how to attain or avoid such future states,

possible selves help in organising and guiding

future behaviour. In other words, possible selves

are powerful motivational tools for change”

[26] [24]. Yet another modality arises when 

“ ... some people have a rich self-concept, only

it is inaccurate – the self-image, although

sophisticated, is biased, unrealistic. This can

lead to painful consequences. Such persons, one

might argue, will base some fundamental life

decisions on false self-information and will find

themselves in awkward situations – for instance,

holding a job that one doesn’t really enjoy nor

has the aptitudes for, or carrying unsatisfying

love relationships with people incompatible

with oneself. At the extreme, the image that

comes to mind is that of some schizophrenics,

who are very frequently in a state of self-

contemplation and possess a complicated –

though inaccurate – self-concept. The typical

(and caricatural) case is the patient who thinks

he or she is a genius: he or she is trapped, so 

to speak, in his or her own private world and

does not question the validity of his or her 

own self-perceptions” [24]. In this case, 

“ … psychotherapeutic intervention might thus

consist in an effort to pull these persons out of

their imaginary world by teaching them to talk

to themselves as if they were talking to someone
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else – that is, to induce an effective perspective-

taking of others. Self-talk about oneself should

first be radically reduced in favour of self-

verbalisation about others, where the individual

would be encouraged to analyse the other

person’s standards and behaviors and to

gradually internalise them, and then an internal

dialogue about oneself – in which an objective

vision of oneself could now be possible – could

be restored” [24]. In terms of direct application

of the idea of internal dialogue to therapy,

Firestone [27], [28] has developed “ … a

therapy model based on the inner voices called

Voice Therapy based on guilt reactions

mediated by an internal thought process. This

inner voice is overwhelmingly negative,

seeking to attack, punish and destroy as an

‘antiself,’ antithetical to the survival of the self.

This inner voice influences through being

critical, destructive, punitive, and vengeful.

These messages function in a ‘parental’ role

incorporating real or imagined negative

statements remembered from interaction with

one's parents. Positive experiences are reframed

in negative terms and potentially intimate

relationships are prevented or destroyed” [19].

He states that “I refer to my approach as

Separation Theory because it focuses on

breaking with parental introjects and moving

toward individuation. The theoretical position

represents an ultimate challenge to the defense

system. It is my contention that psychological

defenses are maladaptive because they cut

deeply into an individual's life experience, and

when they persist into adult life they eventually

become the essential psychopathology" [27].

Pederson comments that “Voice Therapy

involves separation from the addiction to

internalised parental messages, contrasting

fantasies of themselves being treated as objects

by parents, with goal-directed lifestyles. By

bringing the internalised negative thoughts to

awareness, the individual can confront alien

components of their own internalised

personality. Patients do this by verbalising their

negative thoughts toward themselves in the

second person, ‘you’ statements, as though they

were talking to themselves rather than about

themselves. The antiself system is the

accumulation of negative thoughts or

internalised cynical and hostile voices that have

become an overlay of hostile negativity on

personality.  Voice therapy has been used both in

crisis intervention to reduce immediate threat

and in long-term treatment of suicidal patients

to prevent regression to severe depression” [19].

We are now in a position to explore the

underlying imaginative processes for “going

beyond literal and mechanical thought” and so

“changing and shaping the internal dialogue,”

which lie at the “crux of sorcery.” So let us now

turn to applications of the scientific and

philosophical ideas discussed so far, to practical

therapy. In so doing we can embrace the attitude

that “Most parents believe that reading books to

their children improves brain function, and

studies confirm it. Words also have power to

assist in changing behaviors. Telling yourself

you can, In other words, really can support

change, whereas a mental dialogue about failure

supports failure” [29]. In other words, “Let's get

practical about this. It's time to tune in to your

self dialogue. Think about something you want

to do, yet so far haven't found the confidence to

actually get done. It could be writing your first

article … or it could be running a marathon. It

could be anything because only you truly know

you. Think about that part of your life now.

Notice what you hear in your head as you think.

What is your little voice saying to you? ‘You'll

never be able to do it.’ ‘Who do you think you

are, people like you don't do that sort of thing.’

‘You'll fail just like you fail at everything else’”

[30]. We could adopt two possible approaches

to this practical problem – “The first seems too

simple to work but it really does. Dr Richard

Bandler, the co-creator of NLP (neuro-linguistic

programming) recommends in his seminars just

telling your voice to ‘shut the f* up’. Do that

often enough and your voice will fade away –

well, you'd probably go a little quiet if someone

was telling you to be quiet in no uncertain 

terms wouldn't you?” [30]. The second

approach “ ... is to change the voice. Notice how

it sounds. Is it your own voice? Perhaps that of

a parent or sibling? Someone, somewhere, who

has ever told you you're not good enough. Now

think about watching a cartoon on television

and the funny little voices some characters have

– Mickey Mouse maybe, or one of the

characters from Scooby Doo. Replace your
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internal voice with the character that makes you

laugh, so that you hear all that negative stuff in

the cartoon voice. You can't take it seriously

now, can you? How could you believe Mickey

Mouse telling you you're not good enough?”

[30]. In this way we are able to “embrace our

Lacanian matheme” and satisfy the “Zero-sum

Endgame” – such that the integration of our life-

path’s Jouissance in our own “private language”

is able to account for the (possibly infinitely

many) linguistically-motivated changes in the

”Ego tensor” leading to a complete and fully-

individuated “I” who is creator of its own

personal reality.

In the next article we go on to ask -- having

stilled the self-defeating internal chatter, what

are the mechanisms that generate specific

thoughts and feelings, and how might we

control these? As an example, how do we learn

to “do” fear-based thoughts and behaviour –

and is there a way to prevent such unwanted

reactions? The answer proves to lie in the

utilisation of the “imaginative aspects of

reason” inherent in clients. We offering

guidelines for internal dialogue based on

Jungian “active imagination,” Neuro-linguistic

Programming, and Psycho-chaotic Semiotics,

which can help clients in achieving lasting and

satisfactory long-term solutions.
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Abstract: 

In this paper, the changes of the temporal correlation along EEG signals are

investigated after hypnosis induction in different hypnotisable groups and in various

frequency bands. The scaling exponent that is calculated by detrended fluctuation

analysis has been used in order to detect the temporal correlation of the hypnosis

and normal EEG in different frequency bands. EEG decomposition is done by

empirical mode decomposition method. Thirty-two healthy, right-handed men with

different hypnotisability were contributed in this study. The statistical results show 

that hypnosis induction has different significant effects on temporal correlation of 

EEG signals in various frequency bands.
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1. Introduction 

There are different studies which evidence that the amplitude of EEG oscillations in the

human brain possesses long-range temporal correlations [1]-[6]. Long-range temporal

correlations show that events in the past affect the development of the process in the  future.

In various mental conditions, controlling the neuronal dynamics is done by different

properties of the neuronal networks that make differences in long-range temporal correlations

of various mental conditions in the brain [7]. Detrended fluctuation analysis (DFA) is a

scaling analysis method that provides a simple quantitative parameter to represent the

correlation properties of a signal [8]. DFA permits the detection of long-range correlations

embedded in non-stationary time series. 

Studies showed that long-range temporal correlations in EEG could be detected by DFA [2].

Lee, et al. (2007) analysed the trends of EEG signals in waking and hypnotic conditions, using

DFA and showed that the temporal correlations of EEG signals in hypnotic condition are

different from the waking condition. They also showed that the eye-roll sign was significantly

negatively correlated with the scaling exponents, which are the results of DFA algorithm. 

In the present study, the relation between scaling exponents, hypnosis induction and

hypnotisability has been investigated in different frequency bands of hypnosis EEG. 

Combination of empirical mode decomposition method and Hilbert transform was used to

extract different frequency bands of EEG signal. This method is introduced by Huang et al.

(1998) [9] for analysing nonlinear, non-stationary signals. The major advantage of the EMD

is that the basis functions are derived from the signal itself. Hence, the analysis is adaptive,

in contrast to the wavelet method where the basis functions are fixed [10].

In this paper, first the data is decomposed into the delta, theta, alpha, beta and gamma

frequency bands. Secondly, the DFA algorithm is performed on these frequency bands in

different brain channels and finally the effect of hypnosis and hypnotisability on temporal

correlations is evaluated by statistical analyses. 

2. Material and Methods 

2.1. Subjects and EEG Signals 

The data includes EEG signals, which have been recorded from 32 right-handed men along

hypnosis. The EEG signals have been recorded from subjects, when they are in normal and

relax condition. EEG data have been recorded from 19 channels and are sampled with 256

Hz based on 10-20 system of electrode placement. Hypnosis is normally preceded by a

"hypnotic induction" technique. Traditionally this was interpreted as a method of putting the

subject into a "hypnotic trance"; however, subsequent theorists have viewed it differently, as

a means of heightening client expectation, defining their role, focusing attention, etc. There

are enormous varieties of different induction techniques used in hypnotism. In this research

hypnosis, induction has been done by playing an audiotape based on Waterloo-Stanford

criterion [11], so the method and time of hypnosis induction was the same for all of the

subjects. The first 15 minutes of this tape are related to the hypnosis induction and the

remaining 30 minutes are related to 12-item Waterloo-Stanford group scale (WSGS) of

hypnotic susceptibility measuring. Based on the subject’s reaction to these 12 items, a score

of hypnotisability is determined for each subject. The WSGS scores are between 12 and 60.

Based on these scores the subjects divided into three groups, low (WSGS scores are between

12 and 22), medium (WSGS scores are between 23 and 41) and high (WSGS scores are

between 42 and 60). In our dataset, 4 subjects were low hypnotisable, 18 subjects were

medium and 10 subjects were high hypnotisable.  

2.2.Empirical Mode Decomposition 

EMD method is an adaptive data driven decomposition procedure that decomposes a time

series into a finite and often small number of intrinsic mode functions (IMFs), each of which

must satisfy the following definition:  

(1) Number of extrema = number of zero-crossings ± 1. 

(2) At any point, the mean value of the upper and lower envelope is zero. 

The IMFs, xi(t), of a signal y(t), is found as follows: 

(1) Compute the mean of upper and lower envelopes of signal, m(t) 

(2) Subtract to the signal to obtain zi(t)=y(t)-m(t). 

(3) Check if zi(t) is an IMF, then zi(t) is the first IMF of y(t). If it is not an IMF, zi(t) is treated

as the original signal and (1)–(3) are repeated 

(4) Separating zi(t) from y(t), we get yi(t)=y(t)-zi(t). yi(t) is treated as the original data, and

by repeating the above processes, the second IMF of y(t) could be obtained [9]. 

The second step is applying Hilbert transform to each IMF, in order to compute the

instantaneous frequency and amplitude at each time. X(t) in the following equation is the

Hilbert transform of Y(t): 

(1) 

Using equation (1), instantaneous frequency, If(t), and instantaneous amplitude, a(t), are

defined as[9],[12]: 

(2) 

The next step after estimating instantaneous frequency and amplitude is separating each of

the considered frequency bands along time. That is done by computing the sum of the IMFs,

which belong, at each sample, to the considered frequency band [13]. 

The reason for using this method to extract the different frequency bands instead of merely

filtering each band is that band pass filtering has a number of drawbacks that have been

briefly introduced in refs. [9], [14]. 
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2.3.Detrended Fluctuation Analysis and Scaling Exponent 

The scaling exponent is important in the characterisation of long-range temporal correlations

in finite-length sequences [2]. Temporal coherence describes the correlation or predictable

relationship between signals observed at different moments in time [15]. 

Self-similarity parameter, or scaling exponent, which is the result of detrended fluctuation

analysis (DFA) is calculated as follows [16], [17]: 

(1) Alter the given signal xi into integrated series, ix represents the average value of xi: 

(3) 

(2) Calculate the root-mean-square deviation from the local trend (fluctuation), Xn, over

every window with size L: 

(4) 

(3) This detrending is repeated over the whole signal at a range of different window sizes L,

and a graph of log (L) against log (F(L)) is constructed. 

(4) The scaling exponent is calculated as the slope of a straight line fit to this log-log graph

using least squares. By this method, the scaling exponent can have different values[16]: 

3. Data Analysis and Results 

3.1.Effect of Hypnosis Induction on Scaling Exponent 

Comparisons between the mean scaling exponent of the hypnosis and normal EEG have been

carried out using paired sample t test [18]. Figure1 represents a plot of the natural logarithm

of F(L) as a function of the natural logarithm of L in order to show the dependence of F(L)

on the window size L and to show the scaling properties of the analysed normal and hypnosis

EEG signals.  

Figure 1. The natural logarithm of F(L) as a function of the natural logarithm of L, in delta

band of channel 1 of a low hypnotisable subject; (a) hypnosis EEG, (b) normal EEG

The comparison between hypnosis and normal EEG has been performed in all channels and

in all frequency bands. The range of the p-values in these tests in all 19 channels has been

shown in table1 for different frequency bands. 

Table 1. The results of The Paired Sample T-TEST

Frequency Bands Range of P-values

in 19 brain channels 

Delta <<0.01 

Theta <<0.01 

Alpha <<0.01 

Beta <0.01 

Gamma <0.01 
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According to these p-values, the null hypotheses are rejected. That means the hypnosis

induction has significant effect on the scaling exponent values of the EEG signal. This effect

is different in various frequency bands, see table 2 and figure 2. 

Table 2. Effect of Hypnosis Induction on Scaling Exponent of EEG Signal 

The Range of The Range of Effect of

Scaling Scaling Hypnosis

Exponents in Exponents in Induction on

Normal EEG Hypnosis Scaling

EEG Exponent Values

Delta [0.75   0.85] [0.85   0.95] INCREASE 

(+0.1±0.09) 

Theta [0.6     0.7] [0.7   0.9] INCREASE 

(+0.15±0.07) 

Alpha [0.5     0.6] [0.6   0.7] INCREASE 

(+0.1±0.05) 

Beta [0.5     0.7] [0.5   0.75] INCREASE 

(+0.03±0.03) 

Gamma [0.4   0.52] [0.25   0.5] DECREASE 

(-0.09±0.085) 

Figure 2. Scaling exponent values in normal and hypnosis EEG in different frequency bands. 

In accord with the recorded result in table 2, hypnosis induction increases in the scaling

exponent values in lower frequency band but in higher frequency band, the scaling exponent

values decrease after hypnosis induction. 

3.2.Effect of Hypnotisability Induction on Scaling Exponent 

Performing one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) [19] on the scaling exponents of 

the hypnosis EEG (the average of scaling exponents along hypnosis EEG) in different 

brain channels (19 channels) and in various frequency bands, shows that there is no

significant difference between three hypnotisable groups in all of the channels and in all

frequency bands. In addition, no linear combination of all channels was found that have

relation with hypnotisability. Then the relation of the following ratio with hypnotisability 

was investigated.  

All obtained P-values of the statistical analysis of the mentioned ratio in all channels and also

in all frequency bands were more than 0.05 and the best result of these investigations belongs

to the ratio in delta band, in channel C4 which can make difference between three

hypnotisable groups by 90% of confidence interval (p- value=0.1). So it is claimed that no

significant relation is found between the scaling exponents of the DFA algorithm and

hypnotisability in different frequency bands of hypnosis EEG. 

4. Discussion and Conclusion 

In this study, all the scaling exponents for the normal and hypnosis EEG were investigated in

different brain channels and in various frequency bands. Lee et al. (2007), in their study on

the scaling exponent of the EEG signal on hypnosis and waking condition, reported that all

the scaling exponent   were greater than 0.5 and less than 1.5, regardless of the condition.

However, in the current study, investigating the EEG signal in different frequency bands

shows that the scaling exponent in high frequency band (Gamma) is less than 0.5 in both

hypnosis and normal EEG. According to table 2 and the discussion about possible values of

the scaling exponent that was done in part II.C, it can be claimed that from low frequency

band (Delta) toward high frequency band (Gamma), temporal correlation of EEG signal starts

to decrease which in gamma band the EEG signal changes to a uncorrelated signal in

hypnosis and also normal EEG. It means that in high frequency band, the signal is more

unpredictable than in low frequency band. 

In this study, it was also shown that hypnosis induction has significant effect on scaling

exponent of EEG signal. Lee et al. reported that the fractal dynamics of EEG rhythm are more

random and less correlated in the hypnotic condition than in the waking condition [2].

However, in current study it was found that this effect is different in various frequency bands.

In delta, theta and alpha bands, the temporal correlation of the hypnosis EEG is more than

normal EEG. The detection of temporal correlation attributes to the presence of memory in a

physiological sense [20]. In beta band increasing the temporal correlation after hypnosis

suggestion is less than the previous bands and the tendency of the scaling exponents values

are toward uncorrelated signals (scaling exponent?0.5). 
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Finally, in gamma frequency band the scaling exponents values in both hypnosis and normal

EEG relate to an anti correlated signal (scaling exponent<0.5) and this anti correlation

increases after hypnosis suggestion. Disappearing temporal correlation after hypnosis

induction in high frequency band shows that the changes of the EEG signal's dynamic is more

than low frequency band in hypnosis. In fact, this unpredictable change reduces the temporal

correlation along the signal. More high frequency activation of the EEG signal in hypnosis

proves that hypnosis is not a sleep.  

The relation between hypnotisability and scaling exponent values was also investigated in

this paper. Lee et al. in their study found no significant correlation between HIP- induction

score and scaling exponent but they found that the eye-roll sign was significantly negatively

correlated with the scaling exponents at channels F3, C4, O1 and O2.

The results of statistical analysis of the current study show that there is no significant relation

between hypnotisability (WSGS-induction score) and temporal correlation of signal in both

hypnosis and normal condition, in various frequency bands.  

Finally, this study suggests that hypnosis induction can change the temporal correlations of

EEG signal (the properties of the neuronal networks) and that these changes are various in

different EEG frequency bands. 
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Review of Harry the Hypno-potamus: 

More Metaphorical Tales for Children Volume 2 

by Linda Thompson PhD, MSN, CPNP

Caroline Dyson, Behaviour Support Teacher and Clinical Hypnotherapist.

Maureen Tindle, Educational Psychologist and Clinical Hypnotherapist.

‘‘...everyday language is not the natural language of
feeling for children. Their natural language of feeling 
is that of image and metaphor, as in stories and
dreams... if you want to speak to troubled children 
or have them speak to you, you are far more likely 
to be successful if you do it through ‘their’ language –
the language of image, metaphor or story.’’
Sunderland, Founding Director of the Centre for Child Mental 

Health, London
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Like the first volume, this book continues the theme of Harry the hippopotamus who lives in

Ashland Zoo and is taught hypnotherapeutic techniques by Dr Dan, the zoo vet. Harry then

motivates other animals in the zoo to seek help for themselves from Dr Dan.

In the book the animals learn ways to overcome a wide range of physical and emotional

issues. These range from very specific issues, such as encropesis and fear of pill swallowing,

to more general problems such as dealing with anxiety or anger. Some of the metaphors can

easily be adapted by the therapist for use with different problems but others are very specific

to the condition the story is focusing on. Likewise, some of the stories may be difficult to

customise to suit the particular hobbies/interests of the child.  

The thirty-five new stories are summarised in a separate section which makes it easy for the

therapist to select an appropriate story for the child they are working with. The book has

colourful illustrations that accompany each story making it a useful resource to read and

share with children thereby engaging them and building rapport. The illustrations would

particularly appeal to younger children.

Some of the stories are simply metaphorical tales which anyone could read and share with a

child. Others contain hypnotic scripts and techniques which would be most effective when

delivered by a trained hypnotherapist. The hypnotic techniques embedded in the stories

include: dissociation, visualisation, anchoring, pseudo-orientation and ego-strengthening.

Diaphragmatic breathing and relaxation are also included. 

The author provides an overview of paediatric hypnosis, metaphorical approaches and

information about anxiety, habit disorders, pain and some specific conditions. She

particularly stresses the value of using metaphor with children, a view supported by many

clinicians, including Margot Sunderland.

Sunderland, Founding Director of the Centre for Child Mental Health, London, states (2004)

“...everyday language is not the natural language of feeling for children. Their natural

language of feeling is that of image and metaphor, as in stories and dreams... if you want to

speak to troubled children or have them speak to you, you are far more likely to be successful

if you do it through ‘their’ language – the language of image, metaphor or story.”

The stories in this book could empower children to take control of and resolve their own

problems by exposing them to new perspectives and possible solutions. In Aesop’s fables the

moral of the story is explicit. In these stories the meaning is deliberately not explained as the

author believes it is more powerful for the child to work out the personal relevance and

meaning for themselves. The child is able to experience the problem as something that is

happening to someone else. As a consequence they are likely to feel less threatened, offer less

resistance and be more open to the suggestions embedded in the stories.

Overall this book is a valuable resource for hypnotherapists working with children. It could

also be useful for any adult working with and caring for children.
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